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Preface

The purpose df this monograph is to discuss the "state of
the art" in child,second language;.acquisition research. This,
of course, is a rather hazardous undertaking in a field that is
constantly changingt-where one dayts facts_become_the_next_day's_
fictions. It is no exaggeration ba_say that there are very.few

'areas in the social sciences where developments have progressed
ap rapidly as they have in the area of, second language research.
AAult! did not exist as a_ field years ago is no4 an interdis-
ciplinary enterprise challenging the energies of increasing num:-
bers of linguists, psycholinguists, educators, and practitioners.

_
r j 0

The last two gr.oups - -educators and practitioners - -remind
their colleagues thatIresearch on child second language acquisi-
tion of :ore than theoretical and academic interest. Thereis\

are,ml ions of children in the United States who are put In .the
'position of having to learn English as a second language.in
school. .Administrators, teachers, and connected with the
school system would like to know what;. it is that they can do, to

best hell:est-hese Children. :Fillet a e the best instructional

methods to use in teaching children a second language? How much
use should a bilingual teacher make of the child's first lan-
guage? Is there an optimal age for second language learning?
One of the purposes of this discussion is to see what research
can, and can not, tell those in the schools.

Tile first chapter deals with_preschool- second language
acquisit on. In learning-any language, a child faces a number
of.seemAngly-insuperable tasks. Yet children somehow acquire

-the- sound system, the meaning system, and the .rules for language
use in,their first language--all withoutappa*ent trauma. In

doing so, they pass through definable developmental stages.
Similarly, children renege to learn second languages without in-
struction, though here one finds greater variation in the paths
they follow., Chapter'One discusses these Ad other differences
between first and second language learning in preschool children.

The second chapter treats second language acquisition in the
classroom. The first topic in, this chapter is the nature rd the
school experience and how the language cf the school differs

vii
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from language used outside the classroom. A-c9mparison is made
between bilingual education in Canada and thebnited States, and
various types of bilingual programs in the U.S. are discussed.
The purpose of this discussion is not to provide an exhaustive
description of the many forms of bilingual education in this
country, but to specify the various itstructional and Interac-.
tional features that differentiate bilingual classrooms.

The third

classrooms.
``

is concerned with the waya,in which re-
have inrstiqaeed_second language.acquisition. 'The .

major research areas are studies of the second ,language-leaining
process, resitarch on the question of language assessment, and
evaluation research on the effectiveness of_bilingual education.
Throughout this discussion, the reader will no doubt be' 'aware 7
the'limitations of research. It would be erroneous to think
that research-on second language, learning in children provides
quick and easy'answers for practitioners, in fact, there are no
answers,that cannot ..be'.cthalienged by better research.

4,
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Chapter 1

PRESCHOOL SECOND LANGUAGE ACOO/SITI4H

What,is_it that a Child does in leArnilig,a lingdagei -

Obviously, many things. Fremkin and,Bodman state it this ways

We can lay..4that. a language consists of all he
sounds,' yords, and possible sentences. And
know a Language, you knyv the sounds, the words,
'the rules for 'their combination (1974y p. 6).

Aeco rding to this definition, there are three tasks facing the
child in 16arning a language: (1) learning the sounds of, the
language or the phonological system, (2) learning the words of
the language or the lexical and semantic system, and (3)

_learning the syntactic system.'or tow-to combine the words.
Even this is not enough, however. The child olearns more than
phonology, semantics, and syntax. The child also learns to use .

language in communicative settings. The last task involves
learning how to use ladguage to express, to inform, to influ-
ence, to clemand,,to.promise. That i's, the child has to learn
the lumytmeticlhmacgons of. language.

0.

Language-Learning flasks

Phonology. In learning a linguage, the child has .tojearn
both the phonemic structure of a language and its phonological
-structure: The flirt of these tasks refers to learning, the
sound units of language. Children, whether first or second
language learners must learn to discriminate ti,le sounds of the
'language and to produce theta in their own apee4h. The second
task', learning the phonological structure of /the language, ire-
volvea mastering the rules to follow in Aombining sounds into
prenounciAble sequences in the language,and in relstiqg such '

sequences to the Aurface structure of sentences.

Children appear to develop consistent phonological systems
that foliose several general processes, regardlesS of the lan-
gunge thsy are learning. '01;se syStems appear to be based on
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the adult phonologica stem. ,Children change their prontin-
elation toward th ult norm, and once a sound seghent appears
(such 'eels , it spreads to other words where £t belongs ac-
cordin adult pronunciation, bat not to words where it does

lone.

Children first master the rule that applies to the general
cede, and only 'tater acquire wore specific rules angram, 1976).
There appears to be continuous development in the 4uprasegmenr.-- -----
tats (intonatipn, rhythm, stress), in articulatory- conti5i, and
in the mental fepresentation of words. _On-the-other band, there
seep to be considerable individual-differences in mastery of
specific'espects of the ogical'system (Ferguson, 1977).

Asid 16m disrin§uishing"the sound units and learning ph° -
mile at rules, children must also learn to attach sounds to
eir referents. This is a more complex- process than the mare

attachment of a name to an object. Maenamara (1972) has argued
that infants firstdetermihe nonlinguistically the noaning a
speaker intends to communicate to them. They do this ,by devel-
oping a set of cognitive strategies that function as shortcuts
in relating acoustical input td'a speaker's intention. For
example, once they are able to distinguish an object held before
thep from the rest of the)environment, they adopt the strategy
of raking theyord heard as the nacre for that object, and not
the name for-a property or'"bproperty of the object. ,Thus,

when the child sees a red, rodde diject and bears "bald," the
Childneries the ,object ball. This strategy generally, works
well, although there, are occasional mistakes - -as when an oven is
always referred to as hot.

The child, learning a second language also has to attach a
'soundtb a word. This means determining what constitutes a word
in the second language. The learner must discover how one word
is rwked of from another, how phrases and sentences gre_se2a-
rabi4-in wi'lat,oust seem an incomprehensible stream of speech.
`some children seem to be-better than others in accomplishing
this task, either because they have a better "ear" fot_langusge,
or because they are better at obtaining the kind of input from
native speakers that is necessary.

Semantics. The Child first language learner basthe task of
determining the extensions of words. The child who calls all
four-legged.creatures "doggie" obviously has not yet learned the
adult extension of the word "dog." Meanings build up only grad-
ually, indeed this is'a life-long process.

9
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We know little about how second language. learners learn to
attach labels to objects In the environment. The situation is
obViously different from the case of the child learning a first
language, since the child second language learner dues not have
to learn both, the lake' and the concept (Nelson, 19811. The
chileths the concept, but must find the word that matches the
concept. This'will.te especially difficult for th,c child when
the two languages express a single concept differently. For
example, Leopold (1939) noted that his bilingual daughter had to
learn thatttie English word "brush' could be expressed in German

.by two words, "Firmer* and "Buerste," which have different mean-
ings.

But semantic development is obviously more complicated than
attaching words to concepts. . Semantic knowledge includes-khowl-
edge of (1) how the community of language speakers views reality
and specifies relations between thiggs;.(2),dp various kinds of
meanings the language encodes (some languages encode semantic
relationships that are lacking in other languages); and (3) the
semantic domain of the words in the language--the subtle aspects -
of meaning that are constantly refined and expanded.

tNew experiences contribute op the growth and development of
our semantic knowledge. Children differ in their conceptual
develetment, so that teachers may find themselves in the posi-
tion o teLching child second language learners words for which
they have nO experiential background. This is especially likely
to be the cane for children with different cultural backgrounds.
Much of the truatration teachers experience in bilingual class-
rooms may be Ole result of a confusion between the linguistic
and the conceptual domains:

Syntax. To be 0 skilled speaker in a language, it is neces-
sary to know the rules that make it ppssible to construct new r

sentences, that can he understood by others. Children learn to,
do this, although their early utterances do not follow the,rules
of adult usage. .But gradually, and at a relatively young age
Mil or 5), their rules become close approximitions of those
that adults follow. Somehow, children are able to extract from
the speech they hear the rules of the language.

English-i0eaking children, who are learnings-a language that
is comparatively uninflected, must rely to agreat extent on
Word order in building up their grammar. 1s the child begins to
pay more attention to syntactic information, a grammar develops
that is based_ on -syntactic rules. ,/n spite of individual dif-

.



ferences, there seems to be; some evidence for universal develop-
mental sequencei in first language acquisition. This has been

, docuMented, as wo sha,..1 see in ;ore detail shortly, foripthe de,

velopment of negative, interrogative, bad other syntactic oon-
structions.

AT

% ,

Syntactic development in second language learners,has been
'studied in more detail, as will be noted, than other aspects of
language learning - -with the possible exception of phonology.
This is because syntax and phonology are the most obvious
aspects of language development and,,relatively, the easiest to
teach.

Pragmatics; Yet wi knowledge of our language far exceeds
our knowledge of phonology, semantics, and syntax. We have com-
municative competence as well as linguistic competence. We knnw
how to interact with other people, ho* to ask for something
politely, ho4 to make sense of what yeople,sayc how tc interpret
irony and metaphorical speech. These skills, df course, ara
highly complex and to a great extent out of conscious awareness.
;They relate to oup knowledge o5 the functions of language or
what has become known as the "pragmatic" aspect of language use.

Just ad virtually every child develops linguistic compe-
tence, so, every normal child develqps pragmatic competence. The
child learns how to process such requests as "Could you open the
door? ", Is your mother home ?" "Can you give me the salt?" The
child learns that such sentences are not questions of fact' it

requests for action. In fact, children become quite adept at
such indirect requests: ,

I ,
Johnny broke my plane..
Can you take me4Itip the movie?
We haven't had caRy in a long time.

Children also learn to switch codes depending on their com-
munication lertner. They talk differently to other children
than to their parents, they change their speech when addressing
small children, and they use a different code wheel, dealing with
teachers, ministers, And other "formidable strangers" (Gleason,
1973). Furthermdre, children learn conversational rules- -how to

take turns inaconversation, how to'control a topic, and how to
yield the floor to the other participant.in the "conversational
game.",

4
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Much of dui* knowledge of -language use 1 culterally haired. /

We use language in the why that wad. to &else such uses_conforn i
to 'cultural mores. When a person is arning a seeend Language/
that is base4 oq very, different cul ral assuretiars,.the ewe-,
vatic aspects of language use are.akely t ba very d.ffereet./
For :wimple,_ children whose home language does not met: se Of/
implied regaeats are likeiyito experience nore difficulty Lya0-.
:mg these forecin English lb are children whose hone lengt.hge .

cakes, considerable use of inplied requests.
,

..
. .

Implied,regaeete and other types of 'linguistic rituals are
difficult to leach. $t is clear, however, that children a lire
both linguistic ambeoteunicative mielaten'ce in thefepret Ian-
Igu.eqe simultaneously: the development of the Atructure Viten-
quage and its use go hand in hand. Children do this in at
interactive environrent--hypothesizing testing, and revyaing
their communicative strategies in the light of the feed.e.they
receive. It is.-this process to which we now tarn.

/

The Linguistic Environeent

Interest in the linguistic environnent of the child is Lela-
tively recent in child language research. For p ling tire, the .

focus was exclusively on the internal processe of the child.
This emphasis was part of the Choaskyae heritage: Chonsky had
argued that the child possesses at birth a language-sensing
mechanism, or what he called the Language Acquisition Device
(LAD) (Choesky, 1965). Accoiding to this view,- the contents, of
LAD are unknown: it is the Proverbial black box as applied to
language learning. Something is known about what goes into the
black box and about what comes op. The- output is &mussed by
Chomsky to be the adult compet..anae in a language that is for-
mally described by a. grarear of that laaguage. What goo's in--the
input--is the content of sentences beard by children from
parents, other adults, other children, television, and 60 forth.

Chossky argued that this input is basically "ceager acrd de-
generate," characterized by false starts, hesitations, slip: of
the tongue, and unfinished and ungrammatical utterances. That
children can work from this meager and degenerate input tti, adult_

competence indicates foi Chonsky_that input is nest d major fac
tor in language acquisition - -and hence Is uninteresting; Lnsteau
it is the internal processes of LAD that -Mattur in language
development.



It:turned out, ,fiver, that Choy was weor.;in his Clain
that langpage inpat to the,third in `roger and degenerate.' It
ees.now beim doeuranted that the grpat mejority of utterances
addressed to Children are'vell forted by py cretork'en. It

seems that Chomaky ,step) his followera tad gone tize, far in denying
tne tepmttenre of factors external to the child.

Esther than tiling "aeager and degenerate," .the linguistic
eeviralsrent .of the child appear: to be quite suited to facilt-
tat', language development. Recent research on mother-child com-
munication suggests that mothers and other caretakers have a .

special my of talking to tine data in early conversational
interaetiensa languege .convention that persiets over genera-
tiens and bat be4n called 'carote4er speech.' There are three

renal characterietice_of this particular style of speech.
First of all, there is a. special lexicona special set of
ords-that characterizen caretaker speech. The lexicon con-
twee names for body parte, basic qualities, kin terns, and
names for a*ee anleals and genet's. There are also intonational
varietiemsiearetaker apeech has a higher overall pitch, there
fa of e4 a rising intonation at the end of sentences, there aro

twn sr:AI:am:to of. emphatic stzess, and speech. is slower androre
prei,ish than speech to Melts. Finally, there ari? grarmatical
medificatiens, caretaAer vetch involves a such greatpt use of
r,osna and prop s, sore, third ter.,,,,n constructions, and fever
verbs. s"-ixfiere, cbejunetionn, and prepoSitiona than does
speech addressed to older children or adults.

Speech addressed to young children learning the first left-
vale also contains noc'e repetitions a as tore likely to be
about the here emd opow. Caretakers di act the child's attention
te vtat th4 child it seeing and doing, to features of the tame-
iatla eeviromeent. They name objects far the child, ask rheeor-

questiene. repeat and expand utterences.
parental epeach.to young children has been described 49

of 1.1nleage lessons. Parents prod and prompt the child.
4eNtiars of the 000,14, ani answei their own questions%

unSt'i

It'e a bait, i,s;

&ill, Ball.

you say baW

In nhort, investigators nave found that they speech of adults
P3,J111 Children in tr. many unis MAll Usate4 to gain and hold

.tne Child's attent,eD flake marling apparent. Were this
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'nob the, case, the c hild would (and does) tune out. Nonetheless,
while it is clear that caretaker speech is in a general'ranner,
facilitative telenguage development,-4 is not clear hoe and
why this is so and which aseects of caretaker speech sake a,dif-
ference. is certainly the next step for research in this
area, tut At is a difficult one (although there is some Informa-
tion, e.4., Cross, 1978; Furrow, 1979).

is Vlis explanatory line of research that is of rose
interest to those concerned With second lang.age instruction.
By its very nature, instruction ins/caves a changing of input to
the needs of learners. But how do teachers maximize input so as

\to benefLt second language learners? One would expect that for
children, Input that was similar in its characteristics to care-
taker speech--slow, repetitive, about objeCts in the here and
now--would facilitate Linguage learning (McLaughlin, 1980a).
Unfortenately, at this potnt, theasioply has not been enough
reseerclron the input that children receive to 'Anew whether this
is indeed true.

it?
Developeental Sequences

We rantioned earlier in this chripter that considerable evi-
dence has accumulated concerning developeental regularities in
tile acquisition of particular syntactic structures.' For'
exempla, Klima and Bellugi (1966) found that t was possible to
distinguish three phanes in the child's development of negative
constructions. First, the negative word occurs outside of the
sentence nucleus in such utterances as

S

Ho wipe finger.
Wear mitt no.-
No singing song.
Not a teddy bear.

Zhe only negative forms at this stage.ert the wtirds "no" and
"pt." In tie second stage, about WO to four months later,
sore negative"forms occur, Aspectally verbs such as "can't" and
*don't." The negative may occur before the predicate:

He no.bite y6u.
-can't catCh you.

7 'S.

1 ?
*A
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Or thm.negatiVe say be outside the sentence nucleus as in the
first stage:

No pinch 1110.

Touch the snow no.

!
In the third stage, which occurs from two to six months layer,
trT adult pattern appears (although the ahild still has #nguis-s.
ric-vgikbo do).:

/
'Ask ma if X DOt make mistake.
I flop hurt him.

You don't want some supper.

The development of questions follows a courae similar to
that found in the development of negatives. The child initiallS,
leaves the sentence alone and simply adds .rising intonation or
wh-words as interrogative devices:

Ho ear?
See hole?
What doing?

In the second stage, the child asks such questions as

Where my mittens?
What se think?
Why you sailing?

0 4.

__TkiksstAge seems to be characterized by the prefixing of
question words to otherwise complete sentences. In the third

stage, the auxiliary system emerges, and the modal "do" is.
inflected for tense:

noes the kitty stand up?
What did you deed?
Did I saw that in my book?

Once again the child still has linguistic work to do. At stage
3, the child would say,-"Why he don't know how to do it?" wheleas

a
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the adult would say, "Why doesn't he know how, to do, it?" That
is,, the child Still has to learn the rules for inversion in
wh- questions, althoup they have been mastered for yes/r0 qUes-
tions by this till.

Such deVelopmental regularities are not limited to the Eng-
lish langtage. In a study of Russian inflectional develo me
(whlch is mush richer than English), Slobin 66t-t nc uded ,

that plural inflections a imperative markers of the
verb de o st (about the time Whco-the child passes from
the two- tb the three -.word stage). Then come classes,based on ,

relational criteria such, as the tense and'person markings of the
verb, followed by nouns marked for. various abstract categories
of quality and action. Finally,very late, gender markings
appear for nouns and adjectives.

Whether these and other developmental regularities are the
result of structural proper*'=. of the language or cognitive
strategies that learns use is a matter of considerable debate
at present. There is e:en debate about how regular and univer-
sal these developmental sequences are. Nonetheless, the, initial
evidence for developmental sequences in first language acquisi-
tion has had an important impact on second language research.

,

First and Second Language Learning Comnared

if
One of the most interesting findirIs in studies of chil-

dren's second language learning is that many of, the developmen-
tal 'sequences found in English monolingual learners have also
been observed in children learning Eng1).sh ids a sect* language,
regardless of their first language. That is, child second lan-
guage learners seemed to follow the same sequences the. monolin-
gual learners follow. Let us consider several stu..ies bearing
on this issue.

s.

Developmental Sequences in Second Langua0J Learning,

1

Raver* (1974) studied the development of English wh-questions
in the speech of his Norwegian-speaking children, a 6-year-old
son and a 3-gear-old daughter. In general, the mistakes they

9
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made reflected English rather than Norwegian develogreental-tea-
tures. For instance, like the moTeliagival-Engli-A-speaking
children whom Brown bzerved-IT568), Ravem's children failed to

--the auxi iary verb and subject ( "where he is going? ").

Similarly, why questions developed late, as they do in monolin-
gual children, although. Ravem's children understood the notion
of 'causality in their first language.'

In an investigation of the acquisition of Spanish by seven
English-speaking children from 4 to 6 1/2 years of age, Dato-
(1970) reported that the children did not invert the mbject and
the verb in questions, although word-for-word translation from
English to Spanish would lead to inversion. Here, as Ravem's

the children did not seem to be builung on their°.
first language, but.following the same sequence as is observed
in monolingual speakers qf.the-target linguage.

Additional evidence for such developmental sequences comes
froin Node (1978), sho studied four Englishespeaking children
aged 3 to 7 1/2 years who were acquiring German as a second lan-
guage. Examination of the development of the German negative, in
these children's speech revealed a developmental sequence very
similar to that found in monolingual German children. Again,
the evidence runs counter to the notion that the Children are
building on their first language to crack the code of the
second; instead, there seem to be structural regularities in the
target language that determine the course of learning for second
'lan4xiage learners.

Fprthermore, there is evidence from cross-sectional research
for developmental sequences. For example, Natalicio and Natali-
cio (1971) studied the acquisition of English plurals by native
Spanish- speaking children in grades 1, 2, 3, and 10. They also
had a control group of monolingual English-speaking children.
Both groups were tested on their knowledge of English morpholog-
ical miles, and both Spanish- and English- speaking children were

found to acquire the /-s/ and /-z/ plural allomorphs before the
/-iz/,'even though transfer from Spanish would predict that /-z/
and /-iz/ would be acquired simultaneously (Spanish plurals are
all voiceless, and voicing is the new feature English rcquires). .

/

In short,-a number of studies suggested that the pattern of
acquisition language is the same as the pattern .

followed when t language is acquired b native monolingUal
speakers. This led some researchers to a e that first and

10
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,second language acquisition are based on the same set of proc-
! esses.* It turned out,-,.hlowever, that this waetoo simple; the
t fact that second language learners already ^possess a language

can -;make a difference. .

1

ISimilarity and-DifferenEss

Some of the very studies that suggested a similarity between
first and second, language- learning processes also indicated that
there were differences as well. Wade (1978),noted that his re-
searcH on German-speaking children learning English as a second
language, revealed developmental sequences different from those

; observed ip English monolingual children. He argued that these
differences result from first language transfer and overgeneral-

i ization, but do so in a-systematic way that reflects "general
acquisitional principles." For example, he found_a stage.in the
acquisition of the negative in which the negative element was
placed after the verb, a structure that heavily reflects the
child's first language (Gfrman) word order. As Wode pointed

.

o0t, the same error could/ result from analogy with the English
rule for negative placement after auxiliaries--though children
acquiring English as a first language have not been found to
make this kind of error. Another possibility is that the two
factors -- transfer and overgeneralizationare actually interact-
ing in such cases. Evidence for such an interaction has been '

: presented by Mulford and Hecht (1988).in !their study of the

acquisitionoof second language phonology.

11

The interaction between first and second language acquisi -
'tional principles has been discussed by Hakuta (1976
study of a 5-year-old Japanese girl acgarin aglish as a
second language. Makuta_made-the point.that second language
acquisiticuLAa-a-dyfiimic, fluid, process in which the learner's

- ___--system is constantly "shifting,in a slow and gradual manner
either toward the maintenance of an internal consistency within
the structures that the learner possesses, or in the direction
of an external consistency, where the learner attempts to fit
the internal system into what is heard in the input" (p. 331).
In this process,, the children use.what they have: they use their
knowledge o( language ,and, sgeCifically, their first language to
crack the code of the second. This transfer of the old onto the

. new can produce negative as well as positive results. Thus,

Hakuta suggested That his subject was late in acquiring full
control of the EIngfish article because a distinction between
definite and indefinite,ii not marked in Japanese.

11
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The'use of formulas. 'Hakuta (1976) noted that his subject-
was able to construct where questions from the first sample
taken:'"Where's purple?" "Where is potato?" She also formed
how questions of the following sort: "How do you make it bread?"
"How do you play this?" "Hold do you pA, it on?" It seemed that
in many such instances the child was relying on what HaltlLta
called a prefabricated pattern. ';

.

The most detailed analysis of the use of prefabricated or.

formulaic expressions is Lily Wong-Fillmore's dissertation
(1976), based on a study of five Spanish - speaking children ages
5 to 7. Wong7Fillmore found that forpulaic expressions were
used by. these children as prefabricated utterances that enable
them to speak before knowing anything of the structure of the
target language. -Examples are "Lookit," "Wait a minute," "Whose
turn 1s-it?" Once the child discovers that constituents of for-
mulaic expressions are interchangeable and can be freed from- the
original pattern, the child has an abstract structure consisting
of a pattern or rule by which the construction of a novel utter- t
ance becomes possible. Wohg-Fillmore gave the example of the
formulaic expression "How do you do dese?" which becomes "How do
you do dese flower pot?" or "How do you do dese little tor-.
tillas?" Eventually the pattern "How do you make the'flower?"
appeked.ghe'then "How do cut it?" ."Hcw do make i
Finally" "how" is freed: "How you mak How will take off
paste?" Thus phrases with " ow were progressively analyzed

. until clAy the."-question.word remained. Wongtfillmore found such
equentes to be extreme]' common in the children's speech.

A Similar point was made by Hakuta (1976), who argued that ,

prefabricated patterns enable learners 'be express functions that
they are as yet unable tic, construct from the* linguistic system.
As the learner's .system of linguistic rules develops over' time,
the externally consistent prefabricated -patterns become assimi-
lated into the internal structure. We should note that this'
process isdless'likky to occur in linOistically naive children
and, in general, in younger children whose limited information-

processing capacities do not allow them to store and use for-
mules to the same extent. hence, younger children acquiring a__
.first language are less .likely to use formulaic expressions

(although they probably use many More formulas than has been
supposhd).

Krasher-and Scarcelle*(1978) argued that the use of formu-
laic expressions as a tool in secird langUage acquisition is a
function of pressure to communicate and of routinized predic-
table input. They maintained that these conditions "are not

12
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present in most language acquisition situations" (p. 295). This.

may or may not-be the case, but in any event, there is another
reason for the use of formulas iA ,the speech of cider children.
Fermulaio expressions seem to be the inevitable consequence of
the oognitivedevelophent of (*der learners. As Hakuta put it,

The second language learner is necessarily older than the
child learning a first language, and we'would expect
with advanced semantic developmenkand yet no form tai

l f '

which to express such thoughts, the need to learn the v
' oua linguistic structures of the target'language will be

esps:cially acute (1976, p. 331).

._ I ......;-" 1_______,,-
rt .

.
.

Untilfthe structures of the r et Language are acquffed,Hakuta.
argued,

,

,

the learner will ,employ a strategy which "tunes in" on iegu--
lar, patterned segments of speecfi, and employs them without
knowledge of their pnderlying s ructure, but with the -

edge as to which particular ions call f. pat l. .

at,

terns (1976;_p. 331).

"" ..
Thus, for example, Vihman (Vihman and McLaughlin, in press)

feported that her daughter, Virve,wh13. learned Estonian as a

first langud5e-, used considerable formulaic speech in acquiring
Engltah,'eyen though she was not,subject to "peer and school
siivationshat"demand linguistic interar'ion before competence
is attained 'the 'slow way' (Krashen and Scarcella, 1978,
p. .292)." In-fact, Virve rarely spoke at all to her peers or
even, at first, to English-speaking adults. A shy, child, she

reserved her conversation for the home environment; where for a .1r
short period (age 2;1 and 2;2; she began,to make considerable
use of English in addressing her parenti, despite thdir efforts
to encourage her to Use only Estonian. Remarks such 'ad,"That's
good!" and-"Thit's yours!" were used at home. They'were
tainly,formulai and probably dprved a practice function, but
they could not be said to have been produced undei pressure to
communicate, since her Estonian was more than adequate in that

-- -Context._

Other difference*. There is general agreemdht that:the_
proccesses of first and second language learning are not\en
tirely alike, but not altogether different (Wong -Fillfiore,1976).
The' child. second language learner must learn how to express, the
meanings of the target language, but the basic concepts do not
a4,e.to be learned as they. are in the first language. The con-
--

, 13



, cepts' exist; the task is to map the onto the new_lan--
guage:-.There are several other import nt differences., .

, ___---.
,- - - .

For one thing,_the child second language learner brings in-
creased experience and understanding as weft as prior knowledge

,_of-a-lirst language to the task.
, . s

Prior knowledge of afirst-language-May prfidispose the
learner to- look for familiar waysof expressing in the
new language meanings he is accustomed to expressing in
hts first language. HeWill be inclined to make- the
kinds of distinctions in the new language - -perhaps 4n -
appropriately - -that were'relevant to his first (Wong
Fillmore, 1976, p. 55). ''

. 1

A second difference .is that the attitudes of the child
learner toward the second language have a great effect on the
child's success in mastering the second language. The learner
who is positively predisposed toward the second language and
culture is more motivated to Ieain the Language and is likely to
experience greater success. Wong-Fillmore's Nora was the most '

successful of the learners she studied and the one who was the
Most positive in altitudes, toward speakers of the se,:ond lan-
guage and its'culture. Indeed, - social motivation ,seems to have
important consequences w411 regard to the strategies that chil-
dren use in learning the language.

.If the desire ta join a social group whose language the
learner dbes not speak is the social motivation for

' using contextual information to figure out what people
are saying, then the desire to maintain contract and to
sustain social tqations, with members of the grout is
the'sotivation for the acquisition of formulaic' speech
(Wong-)?illmore, 1976, p. '669).

In-other words, the use and analysis of formulas seems to relate
directly to Obtivational factors.

Closely,related.to this is the personality of the second
language learner. The ways that different individuals ve to

11
relate socially to others seem to have a special signifi ance in
second language learning. On the other hand, this seems less
true of first language development. 411 children, regardless of
personal4ty, master their first language, but individual differ-

. ,

'
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ences in personality have, in Wong-Fillmore.'s research, very
marked effects or the child's second language learning. Some e

children are more inhibited than ethers, ?ome have better means
of ,soliciting languagb from others. 6C10 play gamest role play-
ing) that 'assistlanguage-acquisitien.,

Pe haps the most general d,CT--en-, between 40.1d.first and
sec . language learners ik in ,-re at .f."Alinguistic ware-
nes . The child learning a seco.-1 after the first has
been established knows what languav e"ot isc,the Cala
knows what it is to mean--knows how iLten-ives are realized in
language. These general. cognitive difteNenc, m4y have impor-
tant implications in helping to explain now it is that second
language learners take different route. t gainih eroficiency
in the target language.

To. summarize, researchers were impresie- initially with the
similarity between the developmental sequences observed in ac-4

quisition of Ehglish as a first and seccnd language. A number
of studies' have appeared, however, that suggest that there;ard
important differences as well.b' Unfortunately, much of thvi re-
searchhas,/ocused bn phonology and syntax; little known
about how the _semantic categories a child has built up in a
first language affect second language learning (Hakuta, 1981).
Even less is known about'how having learned the pragmatic rules
for language use in one language affects learning the rules for
another. Especially where there. are large cultural differences,
one would suspect that the pragmatics of langp use differ
considerably between languages and couldtconfuse children.

Implications for Teaching

It is always risky to extrapol from research to the
classroom.. In this case, the implic tions to be drawn are espe-
cially tenuous, since much of the research discussed in this
.chapter was with oneor mery few children. Furthermore, the
learning situation was quite, different from a classroom learning
situation. Host of the studies mentioned in this chapter were
with children in a "naturalistic" learning situation where there
was no instruction and the child simply acguirel the language
from hearing it usbd. Classroom learning typically involves
instruction in the language and is often directed at uses of
language different from those in naturalistic settirls.. We
shall see more of this in the next chapter. .

15
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Nonetheless, a few generalizations are possible.

(1) It takes time to learn a Language. Assuming that young
children learning.their first language are exposed to a
normal linguistic environment for at least five hours a
day, they-will have had, conservatively, about 10,000 hpurs
of exposure between six months and six years. Considering

Ithe complexity of the various tasks involved in' learning

any language--phonological, syntactic, semantic, and prag-
matic-I-it is not surprising that children do not master a
second languagejn a short period of time. There is no
reason to suppose that a child can learn a second language
in a year or even two years. The myth that children some-
how automatically "pick up" a second langu'age is riot sup-
ported by 'research or experience.

ti

(2) There is more to second language learning thap learning the
sound system and the rules for grammar. These are the
aspects of language ,that are most salient to teachers, but
the more subtle aspects of language, semantic and pragmatic
knowledge, are equally important. Equal emphasis should be
given in bilingual education and in assessing language pro-
ficiency to these last two tasks, since prbper knowledge of
the semantic categories and the functional uses of a lan-
guage are 'central to its mastery.

(3) A majoeaspeCt in all language teaching is adjusting the
input td the needs of the Child. Caretakers do this auto-
matically 4th child first language learners, adjusting
their speech downward to the level of the child. It is , 0 -

more difficult to adjust language input to the needs of
oltder child second language learners, who have developed
conceptdal knowledge in bne language. The key to providing
appropriate input to both first and second Languege learn7
ers is being attuned to the feedback the child ilprovid-

Mothers,notice when what they are saying is too
difficult for the child toliomprehendiqnd.adjust their lan--
guage accordingly. .Good teachers do this also, which means
that they are attentive to'the communicative needs' of each
of the Children they interaci, with.

(4) 14spargheirs disagree on the question' of whether instruction
.in a second language should focus deliberately on those
developmental sequences that have been found in ti3e speech
of naturalistic second language learnrs. There is greater
agreement on the need to make classroom learning-mimic, to

16 9 d-1



the extent possible, a natural language use situation. It.

children have DO communicate in a second language, they
will develop the strategies they need:to use the language.
It is less important to know whether these strategies are a
function of the structure of the target language or are de-
pendent on, the child's previous experience with language.

The main concern of teachers should-be that the child, l'ke
the child learning a first language, is motivated to com-
municate in the language.

Suggestions for Further Reading

SoMe helpful general material on child language learning%

Lindfors', J. W. 1980. Children's language and learning.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
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IL: Scott, Foresman. .
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Snow, C. E. and C. A. Ferguson, eds. 1977. Talking to -children:

Language input acquisition.' Cambridge: Cambridge
University Pres .

.

,Some,of tie more interesting studies of'child second language
learning: ,

Haknta,. K. 1476. A case study of a JaPanese child learning
English as a second language. Language Learning 26:
321-51.

Wode, H. 1978. -Developmental principlesi in naturalistic L2
acquisition. In E. Hatch, ed., Second language acqui-
sition: A book of readings. RoWley, MA: Newbury
House.

Wong-Fillmore, L. 1979. Individual dkfferences in second
guage acquisition. In C. Fillmoie and W. S.-Y. Wang,
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Chapter 2.

SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN THE CLASSROOM

The studies discussed to this point have been concerned with
second language acquisition in children in relatively "natural-
istic" settings. That is, the child's language learning took
place without any formal tutoring in the context of natural in-
teractions with parents, other adults, and peers. The classroom
situation provides a very'different context for the child learn-
ing'a second language.

The School Experience

There are some Obvious differences between second language
learning outside and inside the classroom. Children in the
natural situation typically hear the language used around them
and have to adjust their own speech to their hearers if they are
to communicate. Children studied in natural settings were usu-
ally surrounded by speakers of the second language and were im-
migrants to a new country or members of an academic family
living in another country during a sabbatical leave, Children
in school settings typically have peers Who are speakers of the
same home language and who, like them, are in a situation where
they are expected to learn a second lariguage. :nder such condi-
tions, children can fall back on their peers and sometimes do
marvelously well at mit learning the second language at all.
Motivation to learn the language is an.obvious difference be-
tween the two situations.

Classroom Second Language- Learning,

Other differences betWeen naturalistic and classroom second
language learning were illustrated in study byjelix (1980),
who observed German 10- and 11-year-old children learning Eng-
lish in a classroom setting where there was alAost no natural-
istic exposure. Felix found evidence for structural parallels
between classroom second language learning and those developmen-
tal sequences observed in monolingual English-speaking children.
This was especially true for negative and interrogative struc-
tures where the children followed a developmental path very
similar to that observed in naturalistic learners. Particularly

18
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striking was their use of incorrect constructions that they had
never heard, but that, represented simplification and overgener-
alization Strategies identical to those used by monolingual
first language learners. 51-

There were, on the other hand, important differences be.tween
the way in which these children learned their second language
and naturalistic language acquisition. For one thing, the Chil-.
dren were forced to learn in the. first few. weeks English syntac-
tic structures that do nqt emerge until a comparatively lite
develcpmental stage in naturalistic language acquisition. This

resulted ih errors not typically found in monolingual speakers,
especially in the use if personal and possessive pronouns.

Felix's data suggest that t40 things are happening in this
situation. On the one hand, the children are using universal
strategies of language acquisition to solve the riddle of the
foreign language. The use of these general language-learning
strategies results in constructions that are quite similar to
tho .-. found in monolingual children acquiring the target lan-
guage and in naturalistic child second language learning. On
the other hand, the teacher's didactic efforts lead the children
to evolve tactics for dealing with this partiCular learning
situation, especially when they are forced to produce utterances
before developing the appropriate structural features of the
sentences involved. These tactics are idiosyncratic and lead to
a somewhat random pattern of errors.

The distinction between "strategy* and "tactic,* as the
terms are used here, was proposed byl Seliger (1980). A "strat-

egy" is a superordinate, abitract, constantAld long -tern proc-
ess. What learners do to'teet the immediate demands of a
particular learning task or situation is called a "tactic,*
which is defined as a short-term process used by the learner_to
overcome temporary and immediate obstacles to the achievement of
the long-range goal of language acquisition. Seliger assumed
that strategies are used in all language - learning situations.
Examples are overgeneralization, simplification, and hypothesis
testing. Tactics are the particular proble-solvinV devices
used by individual learner* with varying_ degrees of success.
Because children approach the second language with the same sat
of general language-learning strategies they used for acquiring

their first language, one may find similar_ patterns in the de-
velopment of formal structures, if these are not obscured by the
tactics used in particular contexts. The more the learner uses

general problem-solving tactics, the more the pattern is likely
to,diverge from the first larurage pattern._

19
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:" in snort, the erqueont hem is that classioto.lantruage
"WirnIngofien requires the d31 of_problen-solving tactice ac
make the learning process different taxa a naturalistic sit a-
tien, where the leernerbrelies more oft _universal language-
learning stydregins. Iti/ should be noted, however, that ever

.

outside the claserocle. child second language learners ahoc idio-
sYncratie patterns as they try to carbine what Hakute(19761
called tee internal" and *exterear systees. _Developmental
patterns can low'foued in the epaech temples of.nany mhild serond
language learners, but there-axe signifteant.exceptions result-
ing trop Individual leorninm styles, interaction of_ first and
ascend laiquage systess, and conditions of presentation.

reseal and Inform!! lamal.

There is another ca'or difference)7eween language learning
in the claosrom and outside of it. In the cieneroon, the child
in lx#th 1e.w.lg a 400001 language and learning the-language Of
tho szt..col.. A nuiber of Investigators have.pointed out that
chases on language .ii different; frog language used .outside the
clasertoo. Outside the classr000,,the child has been used to
directing thought on to the real, disiracting world of concrete
experience. in the classroom, as analdson (1978) noted, the"
child .t44 to learn to turn language and thought id on hioself.The
child has to learn tot only to talk, but choose what to talk
otovti ne't Net to interpret, but to weigh paisible interpreta-.
rims. child'e conceptual Totten post expend in the dime-
ticq of increasing ability to represent ltielf. In short, the
child has to develop generalized oompetencies in abstraction,

'verbal reasoning. and metalinguistic ability.

. ,

Recently Calfee and Freedman 11960) have drawn a distinction
e'twiten-!forval* and %oforaal* langUage. The informal language.
is the Lanoage of th!) hones the formal Langoisge is the language
of the school.' Informal, language v.highly ibplioit and inter-
active, it IA context-bound and personal. In contrast, formal,
langovet is highly explicit and rational: it is context-free mei,

Ca:fea and Freftdoan regard Cho for/sal/informal, dis-
tinction as a Uay of separating two *codes of language and

,tiv.ti4ht.' They do not) however, elaborate to any great extent
an the charIcteristics ct each 'node.'

This tees been done more esctednively and in an historical
!est by 0i073. 119771 in his diecussion,of the distinction...

''etteranA.° and *text.* Olean argued that ;1n oral COM.*
o,, -Itic'p, the del Are t: language is formalised need not
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be very great, singe the listener has access to a aide range of
information with which as r000vor the.speaker's intentions.
Even,if the, speaker is elliptical or chooses the wrong word or
.grammati641 form, the listener can successfully recover the
speaker's intentions frominonverbal cues. With written Lan-
guage; however, this is not possible. All the information rele-
vant to the communication must be present in the text. Further -

morej.to sustain an argument, the meanings of terms and the
logYCa/ relations holding:toeusen terms oust be brought to a
high degree of conventionalization.

.

Thus, for Olson, oral languages, or the language of utter-
.

ances, is the language of the interpersonal sphere, is oentex-
tualized; and provides one_cue among cany.as to the speaker's
intentions. Written language, or the language of texts, is the,
language of abstract ideas, is decontextualized, and must In and
of itself express the speaker's intentions. The child comes to
'School with oral Language; the school experience teaches the
child hew to deal with writtentextsse.

8chopling, particAarly learning to read, is the criti-
cal precess in the transformation of children's lan-
guage frets utterance to text (Olson, 1977, p. 278).

The Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis

children experience a miscatch between the informal lan-
guage of the tome and the forhal language of the. school. The
mismatch is greatest, however, for those children whose home
language is different from the language of the school. Iii such

cases, it is not simply a.case of learning the language of the
school; the child nest learn the second lnguage as well.
Obviously, children do this with varying degrees of success.
C'eildren in Canadian French-immersion programs apparently suc-
ceed very well; less success is often reported in U.S. bilingual
programs.

` One explanation of children's success or lack of success is
based on Cummins' 'linguistic interdependence hypothepie (1979,
1980a). According to this hypothesis, the level of competence a
child attains Ail a second language (L2) learned in a school owl-
e,txt4s a func.tion of certain compe'encies attained in the

child's,first language (LI). For most middle-class children in
ipzorsion programs, .thedevelopeent of Lt vocabulary and con-
cepts is strongly promoted by the child's linguistic environment

21
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outside of the ochool.- 'Hence extensive. exposure to L2 is likely
',to result in high levels of competence at no cost to Li Com--;
potence.

However, for children whose LI skills are less well devel-
oped in certain respects, intetillive exposure-to L2 in the
initial years (of schealihtl),is nlikely to impede the con-
tinued developmentof Li. this will, in turn, exert a
limiting effect on the development of L2. (Cummins, 1979,
p. 233, italics added) i-

'

In elaborating on this position, Cummins suggested that
there are three, general aspects of a thild's knowledge of lan-
guage that, are closely related and that constitute thobasic
siells4that children need to realize the positive benefits-of _a
bil4ngual schooling experience. The first is.what Becker S1077)
hAs called 'vocabulary-concept knowledge"-specifically, the
child's understanding of the concepts or meanings embodied'in
wogs. Obviously, if the child does not have any underitanding
for a very limited understanding) ofthe concepts represented in
the words-on .4 printed page, reading comprehension will be im-
paired.:Thie seems'to be the case for many linguistic minority
children in.the U.S., especially those who have been unsystemat-
iCally expoOdbe two languages prior to coming to school and
have railed develop proficiency in either. Cummins argued
that their bilingual' school experience intensifies this state of
affairs in Pat it does not allow them to continue to develop
the conceptual basis for abstraction in their first- language.
As a result, these children lack the semantic knowledge neces-
sary:for develdping fluent reading skills.

.

A second aspect of the knowledge of language that is crucial
involves metalinguistic insights, especially two specific in-
sights; (I) the realization that print is meaningful, and (2)
the realiization that written language is different from spoken
language. The first insight is necessary for the child to be
motivated to read; the second helps the child to give structure
and predictability to written language. Unless the child real-
*es that written language is different from spoken language,
predictions about the meaning of the text are likely to be inac-
curate.

The third prerequisite is the ability to.decontextualize
languitge. The child must be able to take language out of its
immediate context. This capacity relates to a considerable
extent to experiences the child has had before coming to school.

22
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Childten who have had the exv.rience of being read to are aware
that written language is Afferent from spoken-language.

Cummins' argument.has obvious parallels with Olson's (1977) .

discussion of utterance and text and Calfee and Freedman's

1

(1980 discussion of informal, and formal language. The school
exper ence brings the child into contactwith decontextualized,
dim:Wedded language- -the language of text, the formal language
of the school. Cummins' hypothesis is that the child who comes
to school_with some experience with text, with decontextualized ,

language, is at.an advantage compared with the child who does

__
not have this experience. This is espegi_aiiY true_mhen_the , :_t____
child faces the dual task of "learning the language of the /
school" and "learning a second language:"

/

. .

Does this mean that linguistic minority children/tit° have
had little chance to develop literacy-related Skills in the home'
are in some way linguistically deficient? Cumming (1979) argued
that this is not the case: linguistic minority/Children are more
dependent on the school to provide prerequisites for literary_.-,

o
skills, but this does not imply, that their,basic cognitive abil-
ities are in Any sense deficient or that,their command of the
linguistic system of their first language is necessarily inade-
quate. %

47
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It may be helpful in this context to recall the distinction
between w;strategy" and "tactic" made earlier in this chapter.
Strategies are cognitive skills that are universally applied in
the process of Language acquisition. To the extent that lin-
guistic minority children have developed normally, these oogni-
etive.abilities can be 'presumed to have been successfully
applied. It is in the application of general problem-solving
taatict that lingdistic minority children may lag behind other
children. Speoifically, 'the lack of a literate home environment
may have4affectbd_the child's ability to deal with the metalin.T
guistic function, Of language- -that is, to treat language

abstractly and to separate language from its interpersonal func-
tiba_of communicating information to others. Such cognitive
skills are not universally acquired,, as are the cognitive skills

involved in Communicating through language; rather, skill. in
healing with the inetalisguifitic functions of language is an
ability that the child pay dr may not learn inthe home environ-
ment and in school.

The linguistic interdependence hypothegs assumes that pre-
vious learning of the literacy-related functions of language
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will affect how well they-are subsequently leayned in the
school. what evidence exists in support of this hypothesis?
Cummins 11980b) cited a number of studi that indicate that CrW
literacy- related functions of language ghll distinguishable from
interpethonal langUage skills. In partiqula;,; he noted the ,

finding of Skutnabb -Kangas and Toukomaa (1976) that although
parents, teachers, and the children themselves' considered Fin-
nish immigrant children to be fluent in Swedish, tests in
Swedisk, th't required cognitive operations showpd that their /

surface fluency-was not reflected in the literacy- related
aspects of Swedish prt 4cienoy.

In this study, Skatnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa found that the
extent to which the first language had been developed prior /to
contact with Swedish was strongly related to how, well Swedish
was learned. Children who migrat:eeat ages 10 to 12 maintained
a level of Finnish close to Finnish students in Finland and

achieved'Swedish Language skills comparable to those of Swedes.
In contrast, children who migrated at younger ages or who'were
born in Sweden tendet to reach developmental plateaus atia low
level in both Finnish and Swedish academic.proficienCy./Th;s
brings us to another issue.

I

The Optimal Age Question

4101.

For years, the commo nly held belief. was that young.children
were superior to adults in second Language learning. The notion
was that there was a. critical period" for second Language

learning tand.that adults, having passed the critical period,'
could not learn second Languages as readily as young children.
However, when direct comparisons are made between adult and
child second Language leainers, results usually indicate that
adult learners perform better on measures of morphology and syn-
tax (McLaughlin, 1978), 4

Krashem,-Long; -andcarcella (1979) have argued that aduLts
---Fcquire the morphology and syntax of a second langUage faster

than young childreN but that child learners will ultimately
attain kOher proficiency. They endorsed a "younger-is-better"
position,.according to which child second language learners are
expected to be superior to adolescents and adults in terms of
4timate achievement. If anything, however, the evidence they
cited (Pathman, 1975; Snow and Hoefnagel-Hoehle, 19.8) suggests

' that ultimate proficiency in morphology and syntax is highest
among learners who have begun acquisition during adolescence.
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The youngeris-better hypothesis is also contradicted by
research with children in FLES (Foreign Language in the Elemen-
tary Schools). programs (Burstall, 1975) and som44recent Canadian
research with children in immersion programs that shows'that
children starting a second language in later gradei catch up
quickly with those beginning earlier (Swain,,1981).

_ In what is probably the most thorough and_careful review of
the optimal age ihue,,Ekstrand (1979) concluded that general
cognitive 4:%Velopment, native language learning, second language
learaing, learning ability and memory, perception, imitation,
and social learning all improve with age and are all positively
interrelated:

'qZ)

Thus, there is simply no room for all those:sptimal age
and critical period theeries that predict a drastic de-
cline in L2. learning Ability at any time during child-
hood, yodth ,the.major part of adulthood (p. 37).

:.;

The linguistic' interdependence hypothesis also has implica-
tions for the optimal age issue. It-follows.from the linguistic
interdependence hypothesis that. older learners, whose literacy-
related skilldare more developed, would acquire school-related
second language skills more rapildly than younger learners. That
is, in a school setting, where emphasis is. placed on generalized,
competencies in abstraction,'verbal reasoning,, and metalingdis-
tic agility, one would expect children to do better whose abil-
ity to deal with diseEbedded language is more developed. On the
other hand, this 'would not necessarily be th&"case for those
aspects of second langua4e proficiencythat relate to the inter-
personal use of the second language.

A

Cummins (1980b; in press) reviewed studies relating age to'.

second language learning and concluded that the findings support
the prediction of the linguistic interdependence hypothesis.
First, the studiei show a clear advantage for older learners in
mastery of second language syntax and morphology as well-as in
the cognitiveiacademic types of second language skills measured
by conventional standardized tests. SecondI studies of oral
fluency and accent, while not consistent in either direction,
often show older learners at a disadvantage when compared With
younger 10earners. Asspming that oral fluency and accent measure
,interpersonal aspects of language use rather than more literacy -
related aspects, these findings are consistent with the linguis-
tic interdependence hypothesis.
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This-research-has definite implications for designingarid
implementingibilingua educatien programs, most obviously in
connection with deeisionsiebout when to introduce non-English-
apeating students to English. The linguistic interdependence
hypothesis suggests that the level'of first language
"proficiency at the time of second language acquisition is an
important determinant of the outcgme of Ihe_language-learning
proess.

,
O

Bilingual Education in North AmericaJ
Up to this point we have been discussing the cognitive and

linguistic aspects of second language learning. There are also,
of course, important social psychological aspects to second lan-
guage learning in a school situation. These aspects have often
been discussed in comparing the, success of Canadian immersion
prograis'with the relative iac'k of success of American second-
language-only migrams.

Canadian Immersion Programs

The results of Canadian immersion prog rams are doubtless im-
pressive. In the initial research, the St. Lambert Project
(Lambert and Tucker, 1972), childien in the program were fol- 0
lowed and tested over a five-year period. After grade one,
experimental groups of English-speaking children exposed exclu-
sively to French in the school setting scored below plglish
contiarclasses.on tests of English word knowledge and reading .

skill-buthad 'no difficulty with English comprehension test's.
French language skills at this points were almost all poorer for
the experimental children than for French-speaking controls,
except for. word discrimination, sentence comprehension, and word
order.' 4

At the -end of grade two, the experimental group had pro-
gressed in English (they now had two .36-minute periods of Eni-
lish.language arts daily) to the point where the were, on a par
With control groups. Lambert and Tucker attributed this prog-
resp to the transference of their basic skills in reading, con-

.

cept development, and word maniNlatiOn through French to Eng-
. liph. oThe crildren's French also continued to improve.

Although they were still,behind French-speaking controls, espe-
cially in matters'of grammar; progress` in pronunciation and in
basic sound units was noticeable.
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By the end of the fourth grade, the chIldren in the immer-
sion program were rated by a group of linguists to be at or
above the neutral' point in competence for indices of French
language arts,(although they did not surpass native French -
speaking- children). At the same time, their English sktilswert.
at Or same level or higher than controls. Other research on
children in Canadian French immersion programs cons-t tently
demonstrates the same pattern of results: after several years,
children in these programs have achieved proficiency inFrenCh., -

without any negative consequences to their English language
(Swain, 1978).

Immersion and Submersion Programs Compared
.

Why, then, is it that a similar model has proven ineffectiv e'
in the United States? In contrast to the positive results
achieved in Canada, linguistic minority children in the U.S.
usually fare poorly when placed. in a schoorsituation in which
they receive all their instrudtion in a second language (John
and Horner, 1971'; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1975). The

overt linguistic circumstances for Canadian English-speaking
children and for.American linguistic minority children seem
parallel. In both cases, the child is exposed from the begin-
ning of schooling to a second language. Yet there are important
differences.

In the Canadian.environment, English-speakihg children have
no sense of inferiority in the school: The children in total
immersion programs are usually chosen from English monolingual
communities. Theii social group is the more prestigious and
their language -is respected. The children are not pxpected to
compete in`' the claslioom with native speakers Of French, and , i-

thplr teachers do not-have low expectations for their achieve-
ment. These factors are central to the success of such pro -
grams.

It should also-he noted that in.total immersion programs for
English-speaking children,Aithe children are kept segreggted, at
least initially, from other children who speak French as a first
language. The second-languageonly approach for linguistic
minority children In the U.S. usually involves placing-the child

t. id a class where there are a' considerable number of native
English-speaking children whose language proficiency gives them
an advantage. The situation is more "submersion" than immersion
-=submersfon.reflecting the Tink-or-swimnature of the expert-
enc. fan the minority student (Cohen-and Swain, 1976). Table 1

.
a outlines the differences between immersion and submersit

approaches.

P
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Table 1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IMMERSION AND SUBMERSION APPROACHES

(based owSkutnabb -Kangas, 1978)
, 1

Immersion Submersion

Linguistic majority Linguistic minority.

'Migh-s,tatus first laguage-

L2

Middle-class parents

Program optional

High motivation,

'Low-status first language

WOrking-class parents

No alternative

Low motivation.

not threat to L1 L2 threat to L1

%, Bilingual teachers Teachers monolingual in L2

All 'children L1 speakers L1 and L2 speakers!miXed
0

Y 4-

Compared with Lt speakers . Compared with native L2
only speakers

High, teacher expectations Low teacher expectations

High self4-conffdence 'Low ;elf-confidenbe

Parent involved in program Little parental invorveMent
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What happens to children in submersic-. programs? In too
any cases, what happens is that the children do poorly in
school, drop out as soon as possible,. and develop identity
conflicts and a sense of marginality. Their later job oppor-
tunities are severely limited in an increasingly technological
society. This is true not only for many linguistic minority
children in the U.S.; it alio is true of tundieds of thousands
of children of immigrant workers in Europe (Skutnabb-Kangas,
1978).

For such children, bilingualism is subtractive (Lambert,
1975). That is, their first language is endangered by the
acquisition of the more prestigious second language. The con-
sequences for.school achievement and personal identity are nega-
tive. This is not the case for linguistic majority children who
learn a second langUage in an immersion program. In this case
bilingualism is additive in that it enricnes the children and
hasessentially positive benefits.

-

Would an immersion model work in the U.S.? At present, we
do not know the answer to this question. there-are certainly
serious problems in even attempting to mount such a program. If

a bilingual program is to involve an immersion approach.on the
Canadian model, it means segregating the Children from native
speakers. There are legal problems with any such approach, as
well as practical ones, in convincing parents that their chil-
dren are not being "ghettoized."

Second, in the Canadian model, all the children are at the
same level, in their initial knowledge of French--they know none

cn almost none. This is not truefoi the English of many chil-
dren who are in bilingmal programs in the United States. Many
Spanish-speaking childrien, for example, have been exposed to-'

, English unsystematicallylifince they were born. Such children
are likely to have different degrees of fluency in English when
they enter school, and this means that_e*7 important social psy-
chological assumption of immersion programs is not met: that all
children start at the same point so that no child feels inferior
to ethers in language skills.

Third, children in the Canadian Immersion programs never
attain tiie level of French proficiency that native'French-
speaking children possess. The immersion children are compared
with eacti other; they are not compared with native speakers.
This is not true forIchildren in bilingual programs in the 11..S.
These children are dpected to attain native-like proficiency so
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that they can enter, and have equal educational opportunities
in, the regular all-English curriculum.

v p, .
, 4

- In short, fundamental differences between the Canadian situ-
ation and the situation'in the U.S. make one doubt that immer-
sion priograms on the Canadian model will work in this country.
However, some variant of this model may turn. out to be an effec-
tive-approach. Certainly experimentation is needed. There is
no reason why bilingual education should be limited to any one
instructional model. In fact, as we shall now see, diversity
has been the rule in this country.

4

Language Instruction in Bilingual Classrooms .

00

Bilingual programs in the 11.53 range from individual tutor-
iqg to magnet' bilingual schools. There is Also substantial
variation in'such practices as tracking bilingup. student's
according to ability groups, segregation, and pullout criteria
(Seelye and Navarro, 1977). Some schools use an itinerant
*teacher design, with students receiving individual or group
tutoring in their first language while remaining in the main-
stream classroom. Tfie commitment of the individual school to
the bictiltural aspect of bilingual education varies.(Eiabedos
1978; Hernandez-Chavez, 1979). For the most party programs are
designed to be transitional in nature, with the goal of pro- 4
viding'the child with sufficient English-language skills to move
into the mainstream curriculum as early as possible. One of the
'central considerations for school distiicts is in the per-
student costs associated with bilingual programs; here again one
finds marked variation from Oistrict to district (e.g., Danoff,
1978; Garcia, 1976; Smith an4 Smith, 1978)'.

Instructional Models

There are at least four major models of bilingual
instruction:

(1) Transitional Bilingual Education. By this is meant a model
in which the subject matter Is taught (at least in part) in
the child's first language until it is thought that the
bhild's English is good enough for participation in the
regular Classroom. Sometimes separate instruction in Eng-
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lash. as a second language is given to faCilitate the tran-
sition to English. In some settings, the child's first
language is gradually phased out and English is phased in.
The ultimate goal is to place the child in the regular
English classroom, but the specific characteristic of this
method is the use of the child's first Language'until the
child is ready for an English-only classroom. This distin-
guishes the model from a "submersion" approach (which is
not a model of bilingual education), where childr",n are
exposed only to English for all classes.

. .

(2) Maintenance Bilingual Education. In this model, the.ulti-
mate goal is a bilingual individual fluent in both the first
and the second languages. Instead of phasing out instruc-
tion in the first language, as in: transitional bilingual
education, instruction is continued.in the first language,
although the use of the first language may change frot

serving As a medium of instruction to being taught as tub-

0-121?11

ect matter (e.g., Spanish language arts class).
,

..

gash as a Second Language (ESL)_. This model places
linguistic minority students in regular instruction for most
of the day, but has them pulled out for special instruction
in'English. Another approach is to lige a special curriculum.
designed to teach English as a second language.

,

(4) Immersion. In this model, all instruction is given in the
child's second language. Immersion differs from submersion
in a number of important ways (see above). It also differs
from transitional bilingual education in that the child's
first language is maintained through special instruction in
that language.

In site of the large number of studies that have been
carried out cm bilingual education, we still do not know what
models of bilingual education are more appropriate for different
subgroups of linguistic minority children. There has simply not
been enough systematic research comparing different models.
This contrasts sharply with the Canadian experience, where care-
ful, large -scale studies have been carriedout on the effective-
ness of immersion programs.
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Language Use

Turning now to the question of language use in the bilinglial
classroom, we find a similar lack of systematic research. We do
know that there is considerable variation in bilingual Lesson
delivery approaches. Some classrooms are organized around an
alternate language approach, where the teacher delivery a lesson
one day (or at one time) in one language and then another day
(or anothei time) in the other language. Another approach is to
use concurrent translation, where the teacher immediately trans-
lates what is said in one language into the other. The intent
of these approaches is to provide the same amount of information
in both languages. It often happens, however, that children
"tune out" when instruction is in a language they do not.inder-

;stand, since they know that the same information will be given
in,their first language (Wong-Fillmore. in press). Furthermore,
Legarreta (1977) found that the concurrent translation method
did not promote equal information in both languages, but .that I

teachers used English 70 percent of the time. In both the
alternate-days and the concurrent translation approaches, the
teachers used English as the'primary language foz correcting
children.

Townsend (1974) coded the speech of 30 bilingual teachers
and aides of Spanish-speaking children in a Texias school and

found that they used more questions in Spanish and praised more
in English. There was more rejecting of students' answers in
Spanish, and more directives'were used during English lessons.
There were more total responses during lessons in Spanish, but
more student-initiated responses during English lessons. Unfor-
tunately, this study has not beeni'replicated in other situa-
tions.

Erickson, Cazden, and Carrasco (1979) noted that teachers in
the,bilingual classes they observed shifted language depending
on the content of the activity: Math activities, for example,
seemed to permit mori-noninstructional talk--which took place in

,Spanish--whereas reading tended to be in the students' nondomi-
nant language -- English. One practical determinant of the Lan-
guage used.for particular content areas is the availability of
instructional materials.

Cazden (1979) has suggested that science activities be used
in a bilingual class...Ts-4 as a vehicle for second language learn-

ing, since such activities inve..Ive the manipulation of objects
and clear referents to words and instructions. However, there
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is a danger in restricting the domains ,in which fiist and second
languages are used. Exclusive use of the second language in
science and mathematics courses would, seen to imply that the
non-English first language-has no place in the'rodern technolog-
ical world. As Fishman and. Lovas (1970) have pointed out, such
limiting implications have been consistently rejected by na-
tional protest movements since the mid-19th century.

In a study of language use in a bilingual classrdemijhulta
(1975) reported on a combined first and second grade classroom
in a suburb of Boston with 40 native Spaelsh-speaking students.
ThereWere four teahers, two of whom were native Spanish speak-
ers and two of whom were,native English speakers. Instruction
in the classroom was in both Spanish and English. Nonetheless,
there was an important difference in usages

(Teachers' language eser leaves Foe with the impression
that. English was the Lang :lege which was considered to
be somehow "natural," while Spanish was always used is
a "marked" way. That is, someone was addressed in_Engx
lish, unless the person did not speak English very , -

well; something was said in English, unless it 00014
not be, as in a Sparlish language arts lessons Spanish
was used only if it was absolutely:necessary to do so.
The "hidden agenda' of this classroom, then, was that
it was advantageous to use English, and not advanta-
geous to use Spanish 1p. 18).

In a study of_teachers.in bilingual programs in the Austin.
Texas school district, it was reported that 36 percent of the
bilingual teachers conducted none-or almost none of their
instructional activities in Spanish (Ward-Raquel, 1974). What
effect does such, an approach Kaye on second language learning?
The "direct" method has been widely used in adult foreign lan-
guage instruction; how useful is such a method,with children?
-Again, one confronts the issues relating to submersion vs.
ketersion programs: Can the direct method approximate the 'bene-

,fits of Immersion without ,leading to the disedvants 'es of the
discredited submersion ce>del? The answer probably depends upon
characteristiCil of the students, the teacher, and the situation
in a given clasiroom.

Curriculum Features

We turn now to the question of curriculum features and spe-
cific language-teaching tech..ques. One central issue relating
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to dirriculum is the availability of appropriatii,ratelialt.
Caregone (1976) has made the isportent point that the difference.
betvemn the varieties of Spanish spoken by student*, especially
Mead:can American etudents, and the variety of Spanish used in
textbooks M peciagogicel and psychological implicationo. if

theCtext used An thelciass dNts riot: reflect,the Variety elf
Spanish the dkildLis farailiar the child will be' confused'
And Learning will be hinderoi. further :tote, ctildeam may begin
to toerthat their own.Spanks),10 somehow interior.,

s,

There Sas hewer, great deal: of progress in the development'
of Ameching.eaterials,for bilingual proerams, eseeclally for
Aseitcan Indian groups (e.g., =IC Clevinghoune on Early
011.1d)lood Education, 1915, Michigan State Depart:lint of Educa-

tien, t975,1Uattoea1 Indian Uideation Asseciation. 19751.
Seadirig eslerials have_teen p,depered in-nonliterate Indian Lan-
guage% (Spolsky. 1973) .and a Dienentnation Canter for Bilingual-
Bicultural f4uCetion has been esteblished to select, feproduce,

_and distribute pro;ect-develoied eatertals to bilingual programa
throughoot the country (Swarlson, 1974), ..Futhermore, materials

have been de'velopod for sensitizing teachers .b thi valUee of
stederf-s from different cultural backgrounds -

It its not known to %Alai, extent the curricupin should stress
formal instruction .in the se cO4 language. Retch (1977)
served the tinily is littlesvident:e to lupport.the,Juse_ of for-

mal Language instruction in bilingual claesroons,'but Pauleton
"7) disagreed and cited atident testimony that formal in-f

strucflon woo extremely helpful to their' learning the second
lanvege. it may be that the,age of the Children la a factor
horar witS'Older (lnnior and seniorlligh,,,students profiting
more from fermal instroctiOn., .

' _Almost no attention hue been given. to remediation techniques
in bilingual ciassroons. Teachers arse usuelly Confronted with
the pc%':en of dealing with students at vastly different levels
of Ability in Eeglish. Little is known'about techniques for
'speeding up*,trie language Acquisition procest in children -.hoes
coeceptuel knowledge runs ahead of their second language abili-
ties.' for has such researeb beer. levoted ft daldred in bilin-
Tie!, programs 1401:special probleim--e.g., those requiring
4:410h 4A4 language therap). Landers (196S) and- Nagy (1972)

het* both noted the importance ot.remedierion in the biltnqual

urriculin.'but there have been Bow stadles on this topic.

-
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Unfortunately, there has been little research on the tise'of
various language-teaching techniques, such as games, dialogues.,
drills, and the like, in bilingual..classrooms. Above all, the
kind of information teachers would most like to have--informa-
tion about grade - specific and subject-specific teaching methods
for use in bilingual classrooms - -is simply not available.

0.

To SUMAX170 whar has..been said so far about Language
instruction in bilingual classrooms: (1) There are a number of
models of bilingual, education, but -it is no known which models
are best for which children. (2) We have some information
about actual language use by teachers in bilingual schools, but.
we know little aboUt What constitutes optimal Language use on
the part of a teacher for children with different language
skills. (3) Finally, We know almost nothing definitive about
how to structure the curriculum for, children in bilingual class -
rooms 4or about specific teaching methods or techniques.

Classroom Composition

practiCil question confronting bilingual educators is the
desirable ratio of teacher and teacher aides to students. The
more small-group tutoring., the greater the need for 'paraprofes-
sionals and aides. Spanish-speaking and Indian children seem to
profit from small -group work (Carden of al., 1980; John, 1972;
Philips, 1972), suggesting that the characteristics of the stu-
dent population ate important in deciding ratio questions.

a

Although the use of paraprofessionals in bilingual programs
is irwidespread policy (Patterson, 1975; -Seely.. and Navarro,
1977), most of the dude); of bilingual teacher a des,tend to be
of a noninstructiona nature, and the, skills of t .ingual para-
professionals are often. not fully utilized. Furthermore, the
morale -of aides is often poor, especially in cases where sale-
riris are lbw and funding contingencies uncertain.

From) the point of view of the language learner, the ideal
situation ih one in which there are many fluent speakers of the.

. target language with whom interaction is possible. A major
problem for langoage ieprners is geeing enough exposure to 'the .

new language and getting,enough practice speaking it with people
who kno* the language,mell enough to provide appropriate feed-
back. Even when there.are aides and classmates who are willing
*and ready to ptavide input and feedback, not all second language
learners are able to avail themselves of this assistance. Some

;
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'learners lack the social skills needed to initiate contact with
English-speaking classmates (Wong-Fillmore, in presi).

'le experience with submersion programs in this country
suggests that when linguistic minority children are in a class-
room environment that does not meet their needs for appropriate
input and feedback, the result is frustration and failure. The
tendency in such .a situation is for teachers.to focus their
attention on the, Iiinguistic majority students and, to expect
little of theji guistic minority students. '

EveNin bilin
linguistic minorit

ure.when their Ian
typically do not ha
mal amounts of inpu
tion. Especially in
takes place in group
teacher's or aide's a
learn very little Eng
room, Wong-Fillmore (i
acted with one another
ualized learning activi
their first language.
no English in the classr
English.

ual classrooms, however, it is possible for
children to experience frustration an fail-

uage needs are not met. Teachers and ai es
e the time to provide each child with op
and feedback through one-on-one interac -
open classrooms, where much of the learning
activities, children have to vie for the
tention. In this situation, children may
ish. In her observations of such a class -
preas) found that the children inter -

they,went abOUKtheir largely individ -
ies each day, but that they did so in
e result was that that' used little or
om and ended the year knowing little

In contrast, children earned well in a classroom in which
whole-class and small -grow learning activities were teacher -
directed. The teacher's la guage was shaped to the child's
needs; children were called frequeatly to respond, either
individually or as a group. The teacher rarely mixed languages,
but occasionalli used the Chi dren's first language to explain
concepts that could not 'te de nstrated nonverbally and would be
difficult for the children to nderstand in English.,

,

This is not to imply, howeve , that teacher-directed class-
rooms are the best means of assu ing successful acquisition of
English. Wong-Fillmore also repo ten thst successful second
language learning took place in a lassroom in which student
interaction was promoted, so that n addition to the teacher's
input and feedback, students were tting much exposure to the
language from fellow classmates as well.'

.
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In short, it appears than classroom compositionthe
teacher /aide -to- student ratio and the nature of the class (e.g.,
teacher-directed or focused on individualized instruction
through small-group work)r-is less important than the quality ref
information and responWes children receive. Successful second
language learning depends not only on the amount oforEnglish
children are exposed to but also on how the language is used.
These factors, rather than classroom composition as such, are
Critical.

Classro. om Interaction Patterns

We came now to the question of 11.,w the organization of par-
ticipant structures affects second language learning in a bilin-
gual classroom. Ethnographic analyses of bilingual classrooms ,

have shown that the norms for in-class interaction do not neces-
sarily correspond to The 'norms Of-the-community.-- van "Ness
(1981), in observing an Athabaskan Indian teacher with six stu-
dents, found that the ease of transition from the.previous les-
son into the reading lesson depended on the degree of congruence
between student and teacher communication patterns. Similarly,_
Boggs (1972) reported that Hawaiian children perceived it as
basically unpleasant and ris-y to answer individually directed
inquiries from teachers; if'the teacher addressed_the thole
group, it was safe to respond as a member_of the group.

4

In comparing Indian and non-Indian students" verbal partici-
pation under different classroom conditions, Philips (1972)
found that the inAan children showed relatively less wilting- .

ness to perf6rm pr participate verbally"-when they had to speak

aldne in front of other students. On the other hand, the Indian
Children wore more 4illing than non-Indian students to partici-,
pate in group activities that did not c&ate a distinction be-
tween individual performer and audience. Furthermore, they
preferred to determine for themselves how they were to talk and
What they, were to say rather than to follow the teacher's guid-
ance. Such cultural interactional patterns are'at odds wi`th
those of the traditional American classroom, where the student's
reply to the teacher's questions provide the one means for the
teacher to evaluate the student's performance. In our system
the teacher needs to know how much.of the material the students
have learned. It is not group but individual progress with
which teachers are expected to be concerned.

As Behan (1979) has noted, success in school can be gauged
both in terms of academic knowledge and interactional co -

-a------
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tence. To be a'oompetent member in a classroom community, the
child must learn how and when to communicate wlth others and
must be able to-interpret the language, behavior-, rules, and-
other normative dimensions of classroom life. We do not know to
what extent interactional competence is "teachable," but to
begin to let a handle on this issue it would be important to
'define as clearly as possible the pattern of participaq.struc-
ture,that governs a bilingual classroom.

'N

Cazden et al. (1980) staled a first-grade Chicano bilingual
classrOom where the children and the teacher came from the same
Mexican American-community, and reported that the classroom
interaction conformed to Mehan's (1979) description of main-t--
stream classroom discourse. What_ istinguished "tbiS class friOm
mainstream clasees_was-the 1feqUent expression of carino, a
-close and caring personalized relationship between teacher and
student) characterized by in-group forms of address, frequent
use of diminutives, reminders to the children-of_norms of inter-
persanal respect, and expressions of the teacher's knowledge of
her children's family life. The sense of a shared cultural
identity appeared to have had a positive effect. Cazden wrote
in her field notes:

I have never seen. as well-functioning a first-grade
society. By this mean the extent to ,which the chil-
dren know where and when And what to do; there is a
minimum time spent in giving directions ;...little if
any need for negative sanctions; maximum task focus on
the part of the children. And yet all this without any
sense of strong military-type discipline. The children
can take "time out" to chat or dance and never get out
of control (Cazden 1980, p. 4). .

Most educators recognize the importance of cultural appro-
priateness for smooth classroom functioning and would agree with
the principle that teaching should start from where the child
is.. Indeed, the schools have recently attempted to address
issues of cultural differences. But while a classroom teacher
might respect religious beliefs and cultural customs, she may,
without knowing it-,--violate the interactional contexts in which
people prefer to learn and to demonstrate what they have learned
(Cazden et al., 1980).
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Implications for. Teaching

This chapter can be summarized in one sentence: Not enough
is known about second language learning. in bilingual classrooms.
There are many reasons for this, the principal one being the
diversity in bilingual education in the U.S. Bilingual educan
tors are dealing with children from different Language back-
grounds, with different abilities in English, from different
home environments. There are a wide variety of approaches to
bilingual education -- tittle consensus exists, even within the
same school, as to how to deal with children learning English as
a second language. ...Obviously, more systematn research is
needed in this area -snot the kind of one-shot evaluation study,
that typifies the.field of bilingual education, but long-term
studies of language instruction in bilingual classrooms.

Some implications of this discussion:-

(1) A child in a bilinguartlassrOom is engaging in two majof
learning tasks: learning the language of the school and
ledining the second language. All children have to adjust:
to the require:lents of the "formal" language of the school;

bilingual children have°t(' learn this formal-language in a
second language. Furthermore, linguistic minority children

0 may not ha e been prepared by their home environment for
the task o learning to deal with decontextualized lariguage
to the ext nt that linguistic majority4children from higher
socioeconomic backgrounds have been. The task of learning
to read Is much more difficult for the child whp'has never
been read to, than for the child from a ,hd.ghly literate 4

home. Bilingual teachers need to be sensitive to these
differences if they are to give individual children the in-,

stfuction they need.;

(2). It is obviously important. not to move linguistic minority .

children out of bilingual programs prematurely. This, of

course, is not the ssage that financially hard-pressed!
administrators (or i lators) want to hear. Yet we are

not providing children with equal educational opportunities
if we-put%them in a situation where they cannot cope and .

are destined to frustration and failure. Teachers should
he aware of the "linguistic facade phenomenon"--of the need
to distinguish between superficial ability in a language
and the ability to deal with that language in a decontex-

.
tualize4 and abstract manner. This second aspect of lan-
guage ability takes time to develop. This does not mean
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that children must staff 4n bilingual,programs forever, but
that it is better to etr on the side of keeping a child in
_asrogram-tOo long than to push the child out prematurely.

(3) There is no une approach to bilingual education that will
best promote the second language learning of all children.
This would seem to be a fairly obvious conclusion, but the
proponents of one method or another constantly claim that
only their approach should be universally-employed. In
some situations - -for example, where the children in a
school or district come from many Language,loacAgiounds - -a
pull -out ESL approach might be appropriate and effective.
Translation might be effective with certain children, but
not with others. In some communities, a-transitional
approach may be preferable; in others a maintenance
approach may be more in line with community goals.

(4) No matte* what the approach, there is good reason to sup- u

pose tha'4 those children who receive the input and feedback
they need to progress in the secqnd laguage Will'do so/
those who,do not, will not. Earlier, we made the point-,

that teachers must do what they can to see that children.4
are motivated to oomMunicate in the second language.,
Motivation may in fact be fostered through special language
programs.

(5)

A

Classroom structures and interaction patterns that are most
successful in eliciting student participation are thoie
that result when the metho,s_of interaction chosen by the
teacher are most Congruent with the students expectations
of 'culturally appropriate behavior. Ethnographic etudies
demonstrate the need to take cultur0. norms and expecta-
tions into account in the classroom. Successel classroom .

management depends upon common undei.ltandlhg of the roles,
and responsibilities of the teacher and of thelstudent- -
roles and responsibilities that are culturally defined.

Sf
.r

Suggestions for Further.Reading

.
.

,,

,. Material, on the distinction between the language of the ome ay
the language c: the school:
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RESEARCH METHODSIN,CHILD SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION'

The focus of this chapter is on the ways in which research-
ers havegone about getting answers to the questions that coon-
cern the about child second language acquisition. These
questions, can be relatively specific--for example, about the
acquisition of certain linguistic formdtor relatively general--
for example, about the effectiveness of particular approaches to
bilingual education. The research methods vary accordingly,
from detailed studies of individual learners to large-scale

,

testing invol;iing hundreds of bilingual classrooms. Inthre
chapter, we s 11 look at three types of research: (1) studies
of the Learn ng process, (2) research on language assessment,,
and (3) ev luation research on the effectiveness of bilingual?
programs.

4.

*Studies of the Second Language Learning Process

'There area number of ways to go about studying the process
ofTsecond language learning in childreA. One is to observe in-
dividual children over time, recording their utterances, as in
the so-called "diary" method, which has been frequently employed

. in studying bilingual childrei who axe raised from birth with
two languages. This method is useful with young children whose
utterances are fairly simple; it is more difficult to apply with
older children whose utterances quickly become fairly complex. .-

1

Instead, researchers involved in longitudinal research with
older children, do not attempt, to "get ,everytfiing down." In the
Ravem (1974) and the Wade' (1978) studies, for example, the in-
vestigatot took"language samples systematically over time, and
then examined these samples for changes in specific construc-
tions such as the negati've or interrogitive. The focus in such
research is on the developmental sequences that one finds in
individual learners or groups of learners.

Longitudinal case-study research is limited in that typi-
cally only one or a few subjects are studied at a time. As a .

result, the questiun'of generalization remains problematic. Row
0 -
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is one be ensure that the pattern found in one or a few:children
1s universally true of all children learning a second language?
As we.saw in the discussion of developmental.sequences, there
seem to be some regularities, but there are significant excep-,
tions.

Because of the limitations of longitudinal case studies,
some investigators have looked'cross-sectionally at second lan-
guage learners. The focus in this research is on determining
how much variation exists in the general patterns of acquisition
when many learners are examined at di:ffe-ant points in their
development. Two lines of research using the cross - sectional
approach have been particularly important for our understanding
of child second language 'earning: the "morpheme studies" and
"error analysis." Their teportance, it turns out, may be more -

methodological than substahtive. ,

. 1

The "Morpheme" Studies

The morpheme research is based 011 the work of Brown (1973),
who found that children learning' English ae a first tanguage
follow a common "invariant" sequence in the acquisition of 14
functor words, e.g., noun and verb inflections, articles, auxi-
liaries, copulas, and prepositions. In anumber of studies of

'child secona.aanguage learners, Duray and Burt (1973,.1974b)
found that seconji language learners, regardless of their first
language, followed a similar developmental sequence.

Dulay and Burt (1973 used the Bilingual Syntax Meisure
.(Burt, Dulay, and Avnandez, 1975) to elieit'speech samples from
1S1 Spanish=sbeaking children living in Zijuana, Mexico; Cali-
.forniat and New York. Even though the three groups differea in
their exfosura to English, they sh.)wed roughly the.same patterns
in their use of the functorr obligatory contexts These pat -

terns we're similar to, bat sonawaat different from, the pattern.
Brown had observed in monolingual children. Dulay and Burt
attributed thie diffe'once to the cognitive abilities of phil-
dren.at different steles of their development.

t

In a subsequent study, Dulay and Bnrt (1974b) compaidd Chi-
' nese- and Spanish-speaking children in their use of. 11 English,

functors to determine whether the accuracy order was the same
for children from different linguistic backgrounds. The find-

. ings indicated that there was a high degree of similarity across
language groups. This research was .interpreted as suggesting
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that universal-cognitive mechanisms are the basis for the
child's organization of the target language end that it is
second Linguage system, rather than the first language, 11
guides the acquisition process.

The morpheme studies-have come under attack from a number of
direction*. The findings may be instrument-specific. corter
(1977) gave, the Bilingual Syntax Measure to monolingual English-

-speaking children and found that they displayed an acquisition
order more resembling the order found in second language,learn-
ers than the order Brown (1973) had found in first language
learners of English. since the BIli(06a1 Syntix;Meisure was the
instrument used in most of the morpheme research, the findings
might bean artifact of the use of this instrument.

Furthermore, fthe findings of the morpheme studies are not,
, strictly speaking, rellated to acquisition sequence, but rather
to accuracy of use, since the studies are cross-sectional in

nature.and measure the.percent of times subjects supply mor-
phemes correctly in obligatory contexts (McLaughlin, 1978).

Several longitudinal studies have yielded orders of acquisition,
that did' not correlate with the orders of accuracy of use
obtained in crcas-sectional research (Hakuta, 1976; Huebner,
1979; Rosansky, 1976). .

.There is als? the possibility that the learnerffirst
language plays an important role in determining the order in
which second language learners acquire English moahemes.
Hakuta and Cancino (1977) have argued that the semantic complex-
ity of the morphemes may vary Zlepending'on the learner's native
language. They cited, research that indicated that where a
second language learner's first language does not make_the__same--:
discriminations as the target language, more difficulty in
learning to use these morphemes occurs than is the case fbr
learners whose first language makes the semantic discriminations
(e.g., Fathzan, 1975; Hakuta, .1976)1.

0'
Error Analysis

Initially, the argument from the error analysis studies was
that first and second language ,learning involve common pron.-,
_eases. Dulay and Burt (197,2, 1974a) cited- the evidence of case
studies and cross-sectional research that indicated that the
majority of errorm that children make reflect the influence of .
the tzTget second languagi-iOre than the child's first language..'
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For example, data from Spanish-speaking children Who were learn-
ing English showed that the majority of errors were developmen-
tal.in nature- -that is, most errors were of the type that
monolingual children make when they are acquiring English (Dulay
and Burt, 1972). Even errors that presumably reflect the
child's first language could, Dulay and Burt argued, just as
well reflect overgeneralizations, which' though not found in the
speech of monolingual children, do correspond to strategies
used by monolingual children. 'For instance, errors such as
";Now she's petting hers ciothes on are not found in the speech
of nativeispeakers of English, but could be overgeneralizations'
by the second language learners of the English possessive /-s/.
In cdntrast, overgeneralizations reflecting Spanish construe-
tioes such as"bigs douses" and "tells boys" were not found in
the data:

In a s4bsequent study, Dulay and Burt (1974a) examined
speech swap es from Spanish-, Chinese-, Japanese-, and morwe-
gian-speaking'children acquiring English as a second language.
The, types of mistakes these children made were strikingly simi-
lar. Dulay and Burt argued that the similarity of errors
Reflected the use 'Of a "creative instruction" process, similar
to that used by child first language learners. In this process
children gradually reconstruct rules for the speech they hear,
guided by strategies .that derive froil putative innate mechanisms
that cause them to formulate certain types of hypotheses about

the language.eystem being acquired, until the mismatch between
what they are exposed to and what they produce is resolved.

Like the morphem.4 studies, the early research on error anal-.

ysis has come under fire. Schachter and Celce-Murcia (1977)
have.pointed outthat it is difficult to be certain precisely
what type of error a second language learner is making or why
the learner makes it. me and the Same error can frequently be
attributed to intralingual (reflecting developmental mistakes
found in monolingual speakeri) and interlingual factors
(reflecting the influence of the learner's first language).

'Indeed, this may not Ile an either/or propcpition: there is evi-

dence that some errors are the result of the interaction of both
factors (Andersen, t978).

Sakuta and Cancino (i977) have argued that error analysis
rests on the questionable assumption that an error is an
appropriate unit of analysis. Research indicating that errors
in..? second language learner's.coipus are predominantly, intra-
lingual and :.ot interlingual usually involves coding the
omission' of high frequency morphemese.g., -nouns, and verb in-
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flections and the verb to be--as intralingual errors. Since /.7-

intralingual errors often involve large,constituents or Changes
in word order, Hakuta and Cancino mintain4that the relative-
opportunity of occurrence of the two types In not equiva34nt.
Furthermore, it may well be that second language learners simply
avoid certain lingUistic structures on which they would be
likely to make errors (Schachter, 1974). -It is conceivable_ that
such avoidance tendencies reflect structural,. differences between
theirlirst'language and th&target language.

Another problem with the error analysis research is that it
it typically based on crour-sectional samples. There are rela-
tively few studies that examine whether specific errors ant
prevalent at specific points in timyor whether certain-errdrs
persist longer than others., There-is some evidence that inter:A,
lingual errors appear primarili, at the early sages of develop-
ment (Taylor, 1975) and that they, occur when learners are fabed
with particularly intrane.gent problems (Wode, 978).

To summarize, a similar reaction occurred in both the
morpheme studies and the error analysis studies} The initial .

studies, indicating that the acquisition of grammatical eon-
structions followed the sate developmental sequOnces for first
andhimcond language learners, was replaced by elle:we tempered
view. It did. not always seem to be the case that first and

second language learning follow similar patterns, and, inany
event, the research was methodologically suspect. Currently, as
we saw earlier, there seems to be some consensus that there are
both similarities and differences between first and second lan-
guage learning.

Experimental Approaches

One of the reasons for the appeal of cross-sectional
approaches to child second language research was the availabil-
ity of enough instances of the constructions one wished to
study, in, contrast to the longitudinal studies. The Birngual
Syntax measure assured that each child would provide information
about the specific morphemes under investigation. A number of
other techniques have been used to explore the child's ability
with respect to specific aspects of language use.

For example, in a study we mentioned briefly earlier, Nata-
licio and Natalicio (1971) used Berko's (1958) method to deter-
mine the rules children followed for forming English plurals.
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Berko gave the child a nonsense word and a picture that oorre-
sponded to that word. The child's task was to form a new com-
bination, using the nonsense word as a starting point. Foe
example, the child might see a picture of a *tar" and be asked
to name a picture with too of these creatures. Or the child

-miyht see a can who is sspowing" and who did the same thing
yesterday. Then the child would be asked to tell what the man
did yesterday. The technique is useful to test the child's

to extend knowledge of morphological rules to new cases.

Another approach is to ask a child to retell in a second
language a story told in the first language: This procedure
also enables.the researcher to determine the child's ability to
deal with specific constructions, since the story can be phrased
so as to requlze the use of these constructions (e.g., posses-
sives, negatives, plurals). However, the child may be able to
avdid using the constructions in-question by paraphrasing or
retelling the story in a different manner. This technique also
depends too greatly on the child's ability to remember details.

Recently the case has been made for the use of miniature
artificial' language experiments to get at the way in which
second languagd learners formulate the-rules of a target lan-
guage (McLaughlin, 1980b). Learning a miniature artificial lane,
gunge is like learning a second Anguage in that the learner
comes to the task already knowing a first language and having
thatlanguege_to fall back on. Exemining the strategies learn-
ers use with a'mtniature language allows the researcher to
examine specific aspects of the learning proceed, while at the
sane time holding otter aspects constant. For example, the
miniature language could be so constructed as to be very dif-
ferent from (or similar to) the child's first language. In

which case does the child learn the fastest, and does the first
language interfere more in one case than in the o er?

Tarone (1979) has xade the important point that style /

shifting occurs when the sane person responds in different con-
texts. This is probably the reason why sows researchers }give
reported different patterns of results in natural atd experimen-
tal situatiqns (e.g.; Felix, 1977; Shatz, 1977). Thp more
attention the learner is peeing to speech and the core formal
the situation, the more speech seems to be *invaded* by the.
first language and the more interference errors (Tarone, 1979).
This is obviously a serious issue when generalizing from the
results of experimental research and is one reason why it is
best to use a number of methods, including observation of
naturally occurring speech, to assure a sore adequate view of
the language -learning.process..
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'Claawrooft Peaoarch
.

More Axo *any dtfferont ttlingdal classrooms in the United
.iatuLL__3m_1.0.t. 1 la eAtft

unique. In clog of this diversity, is It possible to provide et
"adequate analysis of what hapytne in the bilingual classroomor
an any clansroom, for that ratter' Otkicusly, to Lnderstand
vh4t ms's on z the classr4em riquiros a broad perspective. It

is *.i!..4 erk&ugh -tia, take tiMe samples of the frequoncy of occur-

rence of oertaincategories et behavior. This is a begtnnthq,
hut 'such an approach is not likely to capture Cho flavor of thoe.
Inner life of the sctools. By treating the behavior c$ the :.

teacher and the student as kselated and dincrete activities
trforration is lost About. the sequential Clow of classroom
activiUns and about thil.foodback process that occurs in the

ctivo exzhahge. her do tioe-scrpling tabulations take
0.. of thee surrolindiftg context of °contr., the goals bf the

.Pr' and of the Uiacher. or the interrelationship of nonvor-
' loal woad/ b;tavior.

Pe se4rchers Convinced that 1 more co textual perspective ts
reefel_t,1 1.mieratard the s=sal life r the .t1434X0opm have taken
visa! -/;4a h.it oe known an "ethnographic" approach to classroom
4r4kolliN. SIn ah-approech examines ..0,Intoractional activi-
ties* of tachors and *-1..udents as socially organized evonth.

ttheoeraphy is oercernod both with the planning of educational
provire ami the 'Initial knowledge* ripen ;hitch program' are

'044 It is else concorrod with the cooduct of Crya program and
+4119% pptterns moaning* that meorge duriii the course of the

txymen, t1hit.

ethnography comes tree ahtbropoltyly and,
strtztli speaking. in a way. *f doing anthropology. Indeed, eth-
A7:ertaph's keferm 'to the .deal anr-hroPotollcol cane study- -ideal
In ti-at IA is or5opreP0- ice onidotalled. The epuoqtapher
%ante to make etpIs?st reiattnanqlps end riitterne that rmr.t.e.re
ittrze osiAir.qt. In tea act. -01 orsotext, thfa Meal exaniditq the

ari qt.al% of the evu-al ani the tnteraation patterns of
tes,Atm and. their (.0.-4denta.

)An vs we ac4r.. there hav, roWii a rlther of recent loth-

snaiyeen.*f bilingual classrooms. eel tho n4mocr of
e4ilea 14 te,;.reasirq. Tnenadvantale of etch research is

ttqlt I* relatively Inntv4ctured and e1lov participants -to
t.e0.1 aware *f patkorog cif beha/lor that are "eya.04 the
frvies st :_rose.ft,".:0em." The Jisadvantage WA .77,0 nth-
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nographt,slemande extremely sensitive observers, indviduals *he
are able to Iliscern the subtle nuances of other peorae's behav-
ior and who Are aware of. their, own biases and

Perthermore, there is the question of the eenerabizability of
e,tlintgrphke Mange Rong, 1980). Each ,study involves a
uelque.set Of actors, arid unique patterns or reiatioounips so-
tweet teachers,and students; how is one to know that the same
br e,er, sinilar patterns ekist in other classrooms/

ideally, research on classroom /earning will take individual
differences and ,situatioliel differences into account. This
morns identifying .unctional eharecteriscics of learners- -those
strategies and tactics theb define different learning styles.
It also means working out .a taxonomy of situations tnat taxes:"
into account communicat).on pressures, social relations, and the
naturNof input. Language learning is the result of a multi-
plicity of'interacting factors. The success of research on
classroomlearning deeehdi on the ability of investigators to ,

Oentify,relevent learner (person) variables and to determine
how they intoraeo with various instructional (treatment) methods
(M' Laughlin, 1980c).'

.1 ..*

The-first of these tasks--identiOing relevant learner char -
acteristies--hatt proven fairly ,difficult, although there has
beenmR5,resent pr.5grees. There have been some promising :Aud-
ios of- individual differences in secon4 Lange4ge,learning'in
ehilarae (Dunes**, 1978; Snow and Yoefnagel-tloehle, 1979) and on
cognitive styles (De Avila and Duncan 1980). We do nC know
eery rich, however, about how persoe variables 'interact with
treatment eethqds. There may, in fact, be a fairly complex
relationship. It may be that sane learners use a particular
style becaued it has served them well in the past, but may
switch to another style when ponfronted with novel instructional
techniques. For example, students who have Approached language
learning by memorizing the rules for gran at may adopt new tee-
tics when the.idetructional situation tresses communication.
In such a case, the treatment has effected the learning style,
so that it is acre appropriate to have a 'dynamic model of learn-.
inq styles than'to view them as static personality traits
(McLaughlin, 1980c). J.

Furthermore, a large number of other variables peed to be
considered in research on classroom language learning. Results
from native-born linguistic minority children should be compared
with those from immigrant linguistic minority children. Stu-

dents with different first languages from different cultures
should be compared. Do some languages interfere,more than others
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with the acquisition of English? Then, there is the teacher
factor: What charadteriatics of the teacher - -age, sex, training,-
personelity, .creatiOe ability, ethnicity- -affee.i second language
learning in the classroom) What, are the effects of degree of
urbanization and of socioeconpmic status? 4a spite of a great

"deal of rdsearchT7On bilingual education, we know very little
About any"of'thgae !factors. An adequate predictive modAl will
most likely be a 411tiNarlAte one that takes all of theSe

-:-factors --and othera --into account.
CV

7

Language Assessment

Amajer research issue in second language learning is how to
-assess-improyeesnt in a:Child's language. This question is also
important for 'a number of practical reasons, since critical
decisions about the educational future of linguistic minority.
children are aide on the basis of language proficiencY measures.
'This was-not 1lWays the: case. It used 'to be that decisions
,about the education of children were made by their parents and
teacheri.

One of the educational developments witnessed in the °.
1970s, which has permeated every classroom and school
district across the natitk has been the gradual in-
creasing reliance on testing instruments rather than
teacher judgments as sources of information for siUdent
placement and assessment. Indeed, teachers face a con-
stant'tenaion between validatini their perceptions of
thef,r;:studeri,ts' Obgress and that reported on standard -
izedie0hiesement tests (Arias in Dieterich and Freeman,
19794"-P.

This state of affairs is especially apparent in the case of
second language instruction. Part of the difficultyris skepti-
cism about the tests. Teachers often find their own practical
experience with individual students- contradicted by test re-
sults. Furthermore, teachers are often called upon to admin-
ister tests of which they ha4e little anderstanding. They may
also feel they are being pressured to prepare their studena for
such tests. To many teachers, the tests seem to put a premium
on cultural values and test-taking skills that their students do .

not possess.
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Dominance or Proficiency

One approach to language testing has been to determine which
language is "dominant" for the child. Language dominance tests
Are used to place students in non-English or English,medium
'reading and subject matter classes. Yet there is no common
agreement among linguists, peycholinguists, and language test
developers as to what constitutes "language domihance" and "lah7
guage proficiency" (Silverman, 1976), althougkthere.is some
agreement that language dos-anance involves' -the ;comparison of
skills in two or more languages for degree of bilingualipm),
whereas-language Proficiency generally refers to the degree to
which an individual demonstrates linguistic competence in a
single language.

Psycholinguists have developed a number of measures to
determine degree of bilingualism. The most common are word
association tests and reaction time on picture-naming tasks. -
However, most of these measures are not readily available Or
practicable for the administrator or teacher interested in
establishing and evaluating bilingual p?ograms at the elementary ,

school level. Furthermore, such instruments .provide at best
indirect evidence as to dominance and degree of bilingualift,
since they do not attempt to measure linguistic skill in either
language directly, but infer the relative level of overall pror
ficiency by measuring differential performance on a quasi -lin-
guistic task (Burt and Dulay, 197E).

Pesearchers within'the field of education as well as testing:
°companies have therefore produced language dominance instruments-,
(designed to be useful to the classroom teacher. These range
from interview ischedules to assess language use in various con-
texts to comprehensive oral language assessment techniques. Un-
fortunately, there-are serious problems with all these tests
(Dieterich and Freeman, 1979). Furthermore, dominance testing
is open to the criticism that dominance in one aspect of Ian-

_-guage does not Mien dominance in another. A child may be_Eng-:
lisp dominantin some situations or in,- say, syntax -but maybe
Spanish-dominant in other situations or.in pronunciation,
(Silverman; 1976).

Most researchers today believe that language dominance
should be assessed via relative prOficiency. As Burt and Dulay.

./ (1915) argued, it seems more advisable to rely on instruments
assessing actual level of proficiency in both languages than on
.instruments assessing "dominance." In a certain sense, then,
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the notion of language'vdominance" is scientifically meaning-
less.. What is important is relative proficiency.

Indeed, even the notion of.relative proficiency may be mis-
leading. A chi

4
d can be more proficient in English than in a

first language d still'not be proficient enough to go into a
claSsroom Where English is"the sole medium of instruction.

_ There are many children from linguistic minority backgrounds who
are "English dominant." This group consists primarily of second
and third generation America9s or immigrants who use_English as

i

their primary means of commu cation._ For these children, the
3.important question :1 h wriot ich of their languages is dominant

or relatively more proficient, bdt whether their English is Ina-.
quate for them to pacticipate in an all-English curriculum.

.

Assessing Language Proficiency

As we have jai seen, language proficiency is not a Unitary'

concept. Mbst bilingual individuals are more or less proficient
in different aspects of their two languages in different,situa-
tions. This means Chit the most adequate way of measuring lan-
guage proficiency is through a battery of'tests that measures
communication skills, use in variouesocial contexts, and_lin-
guistic structure., The problem is that.such a test battery is
likely to be long. and to require skillful administration- -
demanding time and training that busy classroom teachers lack.
Tin result is that practitioners will continue to use quick and
easy tests, in spite of their proven inadequacy. .Ar

.

The most frequently uses' tests have a number of deficiencies
(cf. Blurt and Dulay, 1978; Chastain, 1979; Dieterich and Free-
man, 1979; Gnodman, Goodman/ and Flores, 1979; Meier, 1973;
Rosansky, 1979). One of the major deficiencies of language pro-
ficiency tests is their lack of reliability. According to the
committepof.experts who evaluated the major tests in use in
bilingual education programs (Bordie, 1979), none of the tests
provided information about all three of the critical types of
test reliability: (1) test-retest reliability--whether retest
scores with the same instrument correlate with original test
scores; (2) internal consistency reliability--whether individual
components of the instrument are in coordination with all other
components of the test and the test as a whole; (3) 'inter-rater
reliability--whether different raters will provide scores that
are Consistent with each other.
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There are similar inadequacies with test validity. None. of
the bajor tests provides sufficient information about (1) con-
-tent validity-7whether the material in the test is relevant to
the item being tested by the instrument; (2) criterion-related

validitywhettier the material in the instrument is- directly
,

related to similar materials used with similar groups; (3) con-
strict validitywhether the manner in which the instrument and
its components are constructed is closely related to the mater-
ial and knowledge being tested; (4) predictive validitywhether
the test accurately predicts some'independent but presumably
relevant aspect of students' future performance (e.g., perfor-
mance on standardized achievement tests or success in language-
related skills as judged by'a teacher).

.
Most testy contain serious defects in test design. The

principalproblems: (1) -quantitative measures are derived...from__
qualitative dataZ-often without sufficient justificatiOn for the
procedures used (2) lack of control is inferred from .lack of
performancefailure on a test item being no sure indication
that the student does not know or cannot use the item; (3) test
items are not adequate indices of the student's linguistic crea-
tivitirancl-otten, when attempts are made to assess linguistic
creativity, the test actually_measures imagination;or verbosity.

There are serious problems involved in applying the tests in
classrooms with linguistic minority children: A.number of
authors have made the point that traditional testing procedures

. .and instruments tend to depress the performance of such childnen
(De Avila and Havassy, 1974b; Fi6hman et al., 1967; Moreno,
1973). The tests have usually not bleed validated on such Chu-
dren 'and often contain items and language tat are not under-
stood by them..

Related to this is the question of the nature of the testing
situation. For many linguistic minority children, language
testing is foreign and anxiety provoking, especially in situa-
tions where individual competition is emphasized. In the one-
to-one student/assessor relationship, the student's language
fluency tends to be less than in informal peer group settings.
The "unnatural" character of the testing situation, and the arti-
ficiality of responding to deconteftualized stimIli Are espe-
cially confusing for some students, e.g., recent immigrants-from
Mexico.

In their discussion of oral language prc.ficiency testing,

Burt and Dulay listed six criteria for evaluating the adequacy
of such tests (1978, pp. 187-90):
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(1) The-parts of a language'dominance test that assess
each" language must not be mere translations of each'
other. This reflects the facts that languages differ
in their linguistic structure, and the distinctions
made in one language are not necessarily the same as
those occurring in another language. That appear, on
the surface to be the same, structures may be expressed
with vastly differing degrees of complexity in two
different languages.

(2) The content of a language measure must not be outside
the student's experience or cultural customs and
values. An example given is the use of a northern t

winter scene with skip, sleds, a snowman, and a snow-
ball fight: Students who have had no experience with
northern winters are at a disadvantage because ict "die
unfamiliar content.

-(3) The responses required by test items mu4 noy., violate
conventiong of natural discourse.. Here the example is
the use of yes/no questions such ad "rs this a pen-
cil?" designed to elicit the whole sentence "Yes, it
is a pencil." This is not the way people talk in
natural discourse and so to require such a statement
for a correct score on the test ite8 unfairly penal-
izes students for responding as they do in natural

'discourse.

(4) A distinction must be made between the ,quantity and
the quality of the student's response. 1 Open-ended and
imprecise questions lead to rewards for superficial
verbosity and penalize students who do not understand
the intent of the question or who are not as comfort-
able with the examiner.

(5) Age and grade norms cannot be used alone in inter-
preting bilingual test scores. A norm-referenced
approach penalizes students because of their lack of
contact with the langualge. New immigrant students
should not be compared with students who have.always
lived in the U.S. In order t.6 provide meaningful com-
parative data, the scores of linguistic minority stu-
dents must be evaluated against the-parforpance pf

. other students of the same age and amount of expopure
to English. -
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(6) Language proficiency measures must meet tne usual psy-
chometric requirements--especially reliability, valid-
ity, and sampling requirements..-

Lt is safe to say that none of the language proficiencylnstru-
ments now in use in bilingual education programs meet all these
criteria.

Assessing Language Proficiency in the Classroom

Some researchers feel that language proficiency is a unitary
concept. 011er (1978; 011er and Ferkins, 1978) hasorgued on
the basis of a large number of stkies that "there exists a
global language proficiency factor which accounts for the bulk
of the _reliable variance in a wide variety of language profi-
ciency measures" (1978, p. 413). On the other hand, Cummins
(1980a) has_npted that not all aspects of language proficiency
are related to cognitive and literacy skills. As we saw ear-
lier, Cummins distinguished between those skills that relate to
the literacy;elated aspecul of language and those that relate
to interpersonal communication. One piece of evidence in sup-
port of Cummins' argument is_ Wells' finding (1979) that the oral
language productiom of preschoolers is only weakly related to
later acquisition of reading skills in school.

Cummins is not alone in arguing against a unitary notion of
language proficiency. Burt and Dplay have also espoused this
positron in distinguishing between linguistic manipulation
tasks, "where the focus of the student is on performing the con-
scious linguistic manipulation required by the task," and a :

natural cofilmunication task "where the focus of the student is on
communicating something to someone else--an idea, some informa-
tion, or an 'opinion in a natural manner" (1978, p. 184). They
reported that tests directed at these two aspects of language
proficiency give quite different results in terms of the quality
of the language produced.

If one subscribes to Cucmins' views that there is more than
one aspect to Lynguage proficiency and that it is the cognitive/
academic dimension that is closely related to the development of
literacy skills in first and second languages, then it is the
measurement of this dimension that is especially importantain
bilingual education programs. Among the procedures believed to
measure cogniive /academic aspects of language are (1) lin-

. 'gmistic manip lation tasks such as oral and written cloze tests
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and tasks of imitation, translation, Rubstitution, and comple-
tion and (2) measures of reading comprehension, grammar, vocabu-
lary, dictation, free writing, and second language skills that
are taught in a formal classroom setting. Certain aspects of
oral discourse may also assess literacy-related skills. Cummins
argues that measures purporting to measure, oral language skills

'may have very little in common with each other. Whereas oral
cloze tests are likely to be good measures of cognitive/academic
aspects of language, oral fluency measures are not. Unfortu-
nately, most of the oral language proficiency measures now in
use attempt to measure "natural speech" and to exclude from the a

the e "formal" variety of language that is found in the
classroom and in textbooks.

Evaluation Research

A major area of research in bilingual education is the area
of _program evaluation. Policy decisions at all levels are made
on the-basis of judgments about the tffectivgness of bilingual
education. These judgments can only be made on the basis of
careful evaluation research.

The Debate about Effectiveness

'In general,Iirgerscale evaluation research has provided a
rather bleak pictdre of the effectiveness of bilingual education
programs. The most significant.(and widdly criticized) evalu-
ation-study was that conducted by the American ,Institutes for
Research (AIR) (Banff, 1978). The AIR research was carried out
to determine the impact of bilingual education on a national
sample of students in Spanish/English programs. As of 1975, the
programs were in either their fourth or fifth year of funding
underi Title VII. ;4,.total of 38 sites were studied, involving
11,500'students id 384 classrooms in 150 schools. Children were
test4d in English and Spanish language arts, in mathematics, and
in attitudes toward language use and school.

. Five months aftei the pretest, the students were, given the
gosttest on each measure. The scores of children in bilingual
programs we're compared with those of pontrol children not in,
bilingual programs. While there was a significant improvement
in Spanish reading for the children in the bilingual program,
there were no gains in English or mathematics and no more posi-
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tive attitudes toward English language use or toward school.
Children Whoeexperienced more group work.in bilingual classrooms
were found to'have better gains in mathematics, English, and
Spanish language skills, The proportion of Hispanics in the
classroom,had no effect on the scores. I

Questionnaires from teachers indicated that 86 percent of
the children stayed in bilingual programs even after thefr Eng-
lish proficiency vas "good." This was interpreted as running
counter to the intent of legislation on bilingual education:.

;

1 These findings reflect Title VII activities Which run
counter to the "transition" approaci strongly implied
in the ESEA Title Viii. legislation (Danoff, 1978,
p. .10).

'( "Good" proficiency was not dean. and teacgrs' ratings are
queStionable since students in the bilingual programs tested at
the 20th percentiles reading English.) Finally, the report
stated that the per-student cost of bilingual education programs.
was $1398, as compared. with $1022 for children not in bilingual
_education programs.

414

These findings.did not do the cause of bilingual education
any good, Other large-scale evaluation research caxxied out at
about the same time by the General Accountifig Office and the
National /nititute of Education painted an equally bleak pic-
ture. The overall impression derivdd from evaluation studies of
bilingual programs on the national level is rather negative.
These studiep, however, are not without their problems.

The principal Iproblem with large-scale evaluitien studies
such as the AIR project is that they tend to trekt bilingual
education as an undifferentiated whole. By proyidingonly sta-
tistical averaged on a national sample, the AIR report failed to
distinguish between good and bad programs (Gray, 19/7). Nor did
the AIR report provide information on the level of implementa-
tion for a bilingual program as defined in the Title VII legis-
lation (C-Malley, 1978). As a result, it is not possible to

. know the extent to which the "Alingual programs" studied were
in fact complying with criteria for a genuine bilingual program.
This .is an especially problematic issue with respect to bilin-
gual programs that were'establiehed Ilefore adequate teacher

training was available and before curriculum materials had been
developed.
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Another-serious problem was that the initial comparability
of bilingual and nonbilingual groups was not clearly established,
(01Malley,.1978). The experimental and control groups were not
matched with respect to language dominance, since the bilingual'
classrooms contained 74 percent non-English-speaking or bilin-
gual children, whereat; the control classrooms contained only,17,
percent non-English-speaking or bilingual children.

44"

An additional important limitation of the AIR study is that
the pre-. and posttest measures were made over a five-month
period, which is a very short time v5 assess the effectiveness
of a bilingual education program. Statistidal procedures,, espe-
cially the use of gain scores, have been criticized by a number
of investigatori (Gray, 1977; IDRA 1977; 0',Malley, 1978)
Qdestions have.been raised about.the methods used to estimate
pre-student cost of bilingual education progrum(IDRA, 19,771.
It has also been argued that the procedures used -to estimate tho-..
percentage 'of prograMs operating maintenance rather than tran-
sitional Programs were based on questionable and gnverifiable
operations (O'Malley, 1978).

,

More positive results have;been obtained in some
evaluation studies. of specifi$ prOgramse By Enall-acal-
tions, we are referring to ev,itlations_31
education programs. Troike (1970, dralinArcal_dara. cOIlected by
the Center for Applied Linguistics, maintained that "quality"
bilingual education pro4rams can meet the goal of provfdifIL
equal eddcational opportunity for students.from non-English
backgrounds. He cited twerve successful programs, of which the
following three are representative examples:

oft

-4.
Lafayette Parish, LA (French) :. Students in gradd8 K-3 in,
the French-English bilingua,1 program performed as well as or

significantly better than a control group of students in the
rblular program in allareas tested, including reading and
.reading readineSs, linguistic structures, writing, math_con- '

cepts, and social science.

0.

Artesia, NM (Spanish)) On the Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills, Spanish-dominant children in the bilingual program
scored significantly higher than the control group.in grades
3 and 4 in English and reading, iwhile even English-dominant

children in the prograq scored hlighdp than their control
group. In general, the control group children continued to
lose positive, self -image while the bilingual program chil-
dren maintained or increastS it.
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Rock Point, AZ (Navajo): Stanford Achievement Test scores
from0975 for'reading achievement in English in the 4th and
5tn grades were only .6 and .5 years belo4tational norms,
respectively, compared t6 1.3 and 1.6'years below in 1972
yhen bilingual education began. Fifth-grade reading scores
for other BIA Navajo Areh, schools (without bilipual educa-
tion) are 1.6 years below Rock Point. 1976 test scores,
showed even better results: fifth graders were only one
modth below the national norm, and sixth gradert were one
month above the natinnal,norm (cited by Troike,'1978, '4'

pp. 6-8).

In a discussion similar to atoike's, Zappert and Cruz (1977)
defined whet they considered "quality" llilingual education pro-1
grams. Of the 66 findings in 3 evaluations and 12 research stua-
ies.that met their criteria, only 1 percent were negative, 58
percent were positive, and 4t percent were neutral. Pis these

authors (pointed out,' a neutral effect is not a negative result
with respect,to biiingual'education:

.

A non-significant effect, that students in bilingual educa-
tion clashes are learning at the same rate as students in
monolingual classes, demonstrates the fact that learning in
two languages does riot inEerfere with a student's academic
and cognitive perfqrmance. Students in bilingual classrooms
have tha added advantage of learning a second Lang:age and
culture without impeding their educational progress (p. 12).

In short, 'reports dealing with "quality," bilingual education
piograms present a very different, picture from the one obtained
through large-scale evaluation research., In both large- anoP
srill-scali studies, good and bad programs should not be eval-
uated in an undifferentiated way. It is possible to set up
criteria for defining "true" bilingual programs--for example,
criteria'as,to the use of the sedond.language in the classroom.
In many so-called bilingual Clissrooms, the second language is
used far less than half the timetin some cases almost never.
Similarly, if teachers have not been adequately trained, or .1f
'satisfactory instructional materials are wt.:available, then the
program can be eliminated as not meeting the basic raquirements
foe a bilingual. educationalprogram.

Issues in Evaluation Research

The first issue for evaluation research on bilingual educa-
tion, therefore, Leto detebmine as objectively as possible
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whether the program in question meets the requirements for
'bilingual education. One of the major reasons.for the lack of a
consensus in this country concerning bilingual education is dis-
agreement about objectives. To understand how this camo about,
it,is necessary to appreciate the climate in which the Bilingual
Eduction Act was framed. There was at the time general agree-
ment about the failure of the school system to educate non-Eng-
lish-spe4ing minority children. C- rngress was concerned that

.'these Children be proVided "equal ..)ortunity." The impetus
here was Titfe,VI of the Civil Rights Act, passed in 1964, and

the consequences were the Bilingual EducatiOn,Act of 1968, the
'Title VII amendment to the,1965 Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965, and the Bilingual Education Act of 1974.

While the objective of most Legislatois who voted for bi-.
lingual education was the develppment of compensatory programs
designed to allow students to learn English as quickly as pos-
sible so as to be able to move into monolingual classrooms

("transitional* programs', i!Ve aim of many members of ethnic
groups involved in implementing bi]Angial programs was stable -
bilingualism with mainteAwe of the home culture and language
( "maintenance" programs). The guidelines for Title VII programs
were sufficiently loose so as to allow for both transitional and
maintenance interpretations.

In addition to disagreement about goals, there is the ques
tion of appropriate outcome Indicators. As we have seen, re
are-serious limitations to all assessment proc ures cur tly
in use in bilingual education. Furthe , the use o any
standardized '-est is problematic. slridardized tes are easy

-----,
to come by and are used in most evaluation resew , Their
appropriateness, however, is questionable sine they send to
be used as the single measure of Language iciency, and other
sources of information about the child's nguistic abilities
are ignored. This is especially true more qualitiative
aspects of language use, such as cr tivity and originality,
which cannot be measured easily ( ain, 1978).

- .

.

Ary testing procedure, s e only an index of short-term out-
come.' What of long-term outcome? Paulston (1978) argued that
the main 'reason why evaluations of bilingual education programs
are less than i;pressive in demonstrating their success is that
not all the relevant criteria are examined. She` urged the use
in evaluattiOn studies of such data as dropout rates, employment
figures u,on leaving school, figures on drug addiction and alco-
holism, icide rates, and personality disorders.



oo'

.another` issue in evaluation research is the question of
research design. The possibilities range from quasi-experimen-
tal designs to rigorous experimental designs. At the quasi-
experimental extreme are studies that involve simple pre- and
posttests on the bilingual group (one-group pretest-posttest
design). While seeh designs are frequently used to carper* the
perfgrmance of bilingual program students with stated standards
of performance, there are serious problems of interpretation,
since it is impossible to o-rule out alternative cxplanationa for
any differences that are found. That is, the obtained results
could be due to the bilingual experience, but couf4 also be due
to experience with the testing instruments, statistical regres-
sion, maturation, and a number of othe re:

For this reason, en experimental design --one involving a
control groupin preferable to a quasi-experimental design.
The problem of finding an adequate control group is enormous,
however, and in tome cases may prove impossible. Moreover, by

cing seise children in a zontrol gr6up, one deprives them of
the opportunity of taking part in a bilingual program. iConse-

.. qudep.i, a partial experimental design (random within stratum)
illsometimes used. In this design, the children most in need of
albilingual experience are placed in the progres, and children
whose need is less great are divided at random into two Naive-

, lent groups for purposes of comparison. .

The most frequently used experimental design involves com-
paring children in a school that has a bilingual program with
children in a school where no bilingual program exists. In this
way it may be possible to match children in IQ and so,...ioeconomic
variables. ,However, the fact that the children are in two dif-
ferent schools, one offering bilsingual education and the ot:ier
not, may jeopardize the validity of the findings. It nay be
that.the school that offers the bilingual program differs from
the school that does not in a number of significant .rays, some
of which may affect the outcome. Teachers in the bilingual
school, for example, might cone from the students' community,
whereas.this .may not be the case for the teachers in the school
that does hot offer the bilingual program. This fact in itself,
rather than a bilingual program, may contribute to superidr per-
formance among children in the bilingual program. Moreover,
there is the well-known "Hawthorne effect," whereby tic stu-
dents' knowledge that they are in a special progra& may produce
changes in their performance.

Thus, oven when rigorous oxperinental designs are used in

evaluition research, there are, difficulties in ioterpreting the
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,
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still not be able to function adequately in that language
tin a school setting.

(2) Xt is possible, however, to overemphasize Literacy- related
language skills. To stress the importance of the ability
to deal with decontextualized language does not imply that
interpersonal communicative skills are not necessary in the
school context. In fact, certain aspects a natural com-
municative skills are.import0t. for appropriate functioning
In a clessreem setting._ Theiti'is mOre to'achool than aca-
demic content.__The hA to develop the communicative
skills needed for success in Ibis particular interaction
centbxt. Ethnographic studies reveal that there is a core
interactional pattern that exists in American, classrooms
that children must learn. This requires linguistic and
social skills that depend in part on the child's level of
eommunicative competence in the language(s) used in the .

classroom. The skills involved here are more interpersonal

than decontextualized. Adequate testing instruments must
take this aspect,of the child's language proficiency into
account as well, ideally by assessing the child's ability -
to function in claksroom interaction situations.

(3) 7achers should realize that the issue of the effectiveness
of bilingual education in the United States has not been
decided. We simply do not knew what works and wht does
not because too few well designed studies have been con-
ducted. This is partly because of a _piecemeal approach to

evaluation rather than systematic large-scale Longitudinal
studies, and partly because there is so much diversity in
bilingual education in this country. We -do not know what
works and what does not for children of different back-
groundsa0with different learning styles. Adequete
answersjabout the effectiveness of bilingual education will
be provilded only through research that considers both the

person and the treatment, and the interaction between Chem.

(4) It is important, however, not to oversell bilingual educa-
tion. No single educational program can accomplish all
that the various advocates of bilingual, education promise.

Bilingual education is bilingual, but it in also education. 1).

We have focused throughout this discussion on the bilin-
gual- -the language -- aspect, but there are general educa-
tional issues that are even more important. It ma} be

possible to devise an optimal bilingual education program
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in term#_of aselacqu,isttion of ele,second language (and the
maintenance of the first), but if the quality of education
is otherwise poor, we are doing bilingual children a dis-
service. In the end, _t is the education that the child
receives the matters. The real crisis in American'.educa-
tion is not bilingual education kor some children; it is
quality education for all children.
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